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The dynamics of Saturn's magnetosphere are driven internally by the planet's 
strong magnetic field, rapid rotation rate, and inner-magnetosphere plasma source, and 
externally by the solar wind. We use a multifluid magnetohydrodynamic simulation of 
Saturn's magnetosphere to investigate the production and transport of new plasma, the 
dynamics of Saturn's magnetotail, and response to seasonal variation. Saturn's closely 
aligned magnetic dipole and rotational axes are inclined 26.7° relative to the plane of its 
orbit. As a result, the magnetospheric morphology is strongly influenced by the solar 
wind; the plasma sheet is deformed into a "basin" at solstice, with decreasing curvature as 
the planet approaches equinox. Internally, new water group plasma is produced by 
ionization of Saturn's distributed neutral cloud, while charge-exchange collisions between 
magnetospheric ions and neutrals result in a loss of momentum from the plasma. New 
plasma is accelerated towards corotation by the magnetic field, while centrifugal stresses 
cause it to move radially outward. In order to prevent runaway inflation of the 
magnetosphere, this plasma must eventually escape, either through the flanks or down the 
magnetotail. 
The Saturn multifluid model features three ion species (protons, water group ions, 
and a heavy tracer), allowing us to track the dynamics of each ion species, as well as the 
evolution of the electron pressure. We have modified the simulation to include neutral 
cloud interactions, specifically photoionization, electron impact ionization, and 
symmetric charge exchange, enabling simulation of mass-loading as a function of local 
plasma variables. Our 3D multifluid global simulation provides global context for in-situ 
 xx 
observations, which, while valuable, only provide data from a single spatial location at a 
given time. We use this model to study the production and outflow of plasma in the inner 
magnetosphere, as well as the characteristics of inward-moving outer-magnetosphere 
injection fingers. We also investigate the impact of seasonal changes on the global 
magnetospheric configuration and dynamics, as well as the plasma production and 
transport processes in the inner and middle magnetosphere. Finally, we investigate the 
evolution of plasmoids and their possible role in removing inner magnetosphere plasma. 
We validate our results using data from the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer and 










1.1 Anatomy of a magnetosphere 
 Depending on whom one asks, astrophysicists and space plasma physicists will 
variously state that the percentage of the observable universe that consists of magnetized 
plasmas is between 99% and 99.9%. While rarely a visible part of everyday life outside 
of very hot flames, lightning, and electric arcs, the physics of plasmas is of tremendous 
importance to modern civilization, particularly the flows of plasma in Earth's 
magnetosphere. Our magnetosphere is formed due to the interaction of the solar wind, the 
magnetized plasma flowing radially outwards from the Sun, and the Earth's magnetic 
field. We therefore begin by briefly describing the structure and important boundary 
layers of magnetospheres, using Earth's as an archetypal example. 
 Figure 1.1 shows how the action of the Lorentz force (           , where 
q and v are the charge and velocity of a charged particle, and E and B are the electric and 
magnetic field vectors) acts to deflect ions and electrons encountering a magnetic field in 
opposite directions. When the solar wind encounters a planetary magnetic field, the 
differential charged-particle flow that results forms the Chapman-Ferraro current system. 
This current system maintains the subsolar boundary separating the solar wind and its 
Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) from the cavity dominated by the planetary 




 Figure 1.2 shows a schematic of a magnetosphere (in this case, Earth's) with 
important boundaries and features labeled. The magnetopause is the boundary separating 
the interior of the magnetosphere from the solar wind and IMF. Since the solar wind 
flows at supersonic and super-Aflvénic speeds (400 km/s < vsw < 1000 km/s; the Aflvén 
wave is a magnetohydrodynamic wave that propagates through the plasma) a shock is 
formed in front of the magnetopause. Between this bow shock and the magnetopause lies 
the magnetosheath, a region of hot, sub-Aflvénic solar wind plasma and piled-up IMF 
field lines. It is bounded on the bow-side by the Chapman-Ferraro current system 
described above. The flow of the solar wind past the magnetopause compresses the anti-
Sunward planetary magnetic field into a long structure known as a magnetotail. Currents 
arise due to     forces, which flow across the center of the magnetotail between dawn 
and dusk, in the region where the oppositely directed field lines (Sunward and anti-
Sunward) are closest, which reinforce the structure of the magnetotail.  
 
 
Figure 1.1 Deflection of charged particles encountering a magnetic field by the Lorentz 




 The magnetic field lines originating from the planet may be either open or closed. 
Open field lines are found near the poles, where they extend out of the magnetopause and 
close elsewhere, or in the lobes, where they extend far downtail but remain within the 
magnetotail until the structure dissipates entirely. The process whereby a close field line 
opens, or open field lines close is known as magnetic reconnection. We generally assume 
that space plasmas obey the "frozen-in" condition, whereby a fluid particle of plasma is 
constrained to move with the magnetic flux tube or field line it is associated with. 
However, during reconnection the frozen-in condition breaks down and plasma diffuses 
across oppositely directed field lines, and the field lines reconfigure (e.g.: at the neutral 
point shown in Figure 1.2). When this occurs, energy is released and the newly 
 
Figure 1.2 Schematic of Earth's magnetosphere along the day-night meridian (Source: 
modified from https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/ibex/news/spaceweather.html) 
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reconfigured field lines accelerate away from one another. Solar wind plasma can enter 
the otherwise closed magnetosphere through reconnection. 
 The magnetic field is quasi-dipolar close to the earth, where the distortion caused 
by the interaction with the solar wind is minimized. In this region, known as the 
plasmasphere, the plasma tends to corotate with the planet (i.e.: it moves azimuthally 
around the planet's rotation axis at the same angular velocity). The individual charged 
particles gyrate along the magnetic field lines, executing bounce and drift motions. If 
their velocities along the field line are high enough, they may enter the Earth's 
atmosphere, colliding with the molecules and producing the colorful displays known as 
the Auroras Borealis and Australis. In addition to the bulk azimuthal velocity in the 
corotation direction, the magnetic field gradient and the curvature of the field lines close 
to the Earth cause the electrons positively charged ions to drift in opposite directions, 
creating the ring current, which flows around the planet. The direction of flow is such 
that it reduces the surface magnetic field strength. 
 There are numerous other phenomena that are of great interest in the Terrestrial 
magnetosphere, such as the important currents that link distant regions of the outer 
magnetosphere, the dynamics of substorms and the Dungey cycle, and the radiation belts. 
However, for the purposes of providing a simple description of the structure and 
important behavior found in magnetospheres in general, the above will suffice. We will 
describe some of the relevant phenomena that affect Saturn's magnetosphere in greater 
detail in Chapter 2. For those looking for a more rigorous introduction, we direct the 
reader to some of the numerous and excellent textbooks on the subject, such as 
Dougherty [2009], Lyons [1984], and Baumjohann and Treumann [1996]. 
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 Having described the basic structure of a magnetosphere, it is now instructive to 
examine the three best-studied magnetospheres in the Solar System and consider how 
they differ from one another. Thus, Table 1 lists some of the relevant parameters 
governing the magnetospheres of Earth, Jupiter, and Saturn.  In many ways, Saturn and 
Jupiter are very similar planets: both are gas giants with similar bulk compositions, a 
large system of moons, and internal sources of plasma (Io in the case of Jupiter; the 
neutral cloud sourced from Enceladus in the case of Saturn). They are both also fast 
rotators with relatively strong magnetic fields, though Jupiter's equatorial field is an order 
of magnitude stronger than Saturn's. As such, both giant planet magnetospheres 
experience significant internal driving. The weaker solar wind conditions at 10 AU 
compared to 5 AU mean that even though Saturn's internal field is much weaker, its 
Table 1. Comparison of Earth, Jupiter, and Saturn and their magnetospheres 
 Earth Jupiter Saturn 
Orbital distance  1 AU 5-5.5 AU 9-10.1 AU 
Radius 1 RE = 6,400 km 1 RJ = 71,000 km 1 RS = 60,000 km 
Rotation rate 24 hrs 9.925 hrs 1TS ≈ 10.6 hrs
†
 
Equatorial B-field 31,000 nT 428,000 nT 21,000 nT 







Dipole tilt 10° 10° > 0.1° 
Axial tilt 23.4° 3.1° 26.7° 
IMF 5 nT 1 nT 0.5 nT 
Standoff distance 10 RE 45-100 RJ 20-40 RS 
Internal plasma source No Yes (Io) Yes (Enceladus) 
†
see Section 2.4 for discussion on uncertainty in measurements of rotation rate
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subsolar magnetopause standoff distance is still almost 50% as large as Jupiter's, and both 
planets have an extended magnetodisc configuration when solar wind dynamic pressures 
are relatively low. 
 However, Saturn is much more than simply an intermediate case between Earth 
and Jupiter, and exhibits many unique behaviors, as shown in the schematic in Figure 1.3. 
The close alignment of the planet's spin and dipole axes means that it has been thus far 
impossible to accurately determine the planet's rotation rate, and while Saturn emits  
periodic signals (the Saturn Kilometric Radiation, or SKR) that may be close to the 
rotation rate, there is sufficient variability in these to disqualify them as exact proxies. 




Figure 1.3 Schematic of Saturn's magnetosphere displaying important boundary layers 
and phenomena (Source: Gombosi and Ingersoll [2010]) 
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results in warping of Saturn's plasma sheet and magnetodisc as the planet transitions from 
equinox to solstice, producing a "bowl" morphology that is unique in the Solar System. 
Saturn's plasma-neutral interactions are also of great interest. Unlike at Jupiter, where Io 
is bathed in a plasma torus with relatively low abundances of neutrals, neutral water 
group molecules are far more abundant than plasma in Saturn's inner magnetosphere. 
This in turn has implications for how the radial transport processes function at Saturn, as 
plasma-neutral collisions are far more frequent in this environment. Plasma-neutral 
interactions are also important further from the planet at Titan, where collisions between 
plasma constituents and the moon's thick, dense atmosphere were expected to contribute 
large plumes of ionized nitrogen to the magnetosphere, a phenomenon that has as yet 
proved elusive to distinguish from the in situ data. Finally, Saturn's rings also play a role 
in magnetospheric interactions. While they are a minor source of neutrals, they also act to 
absorb plasma in their vicinity, "quenching" flows of charged particles in their vicinity. 
1.3 Scope of dissertation 
1.3.1 Topics of interest 
 In this dissertation we investigate the dynamics of Saturn's magnetosphere using 
results from an updated version of the Saturn multifluid model incorporating the effects 
of plasma-neutral interactions. This allows us to simulate the production of new plasma 
in Saturn's inner magnetosphere and the effect of the neutral cloud on bulk plasma flows 
in this region in a self-consistent manner. While there are numerous open questions 
across a wide range of topics concerning Saturn's magnetosphere, we concentrate on 
three major topics here: 
1) The production and transport of plasma in Saturn's magnetosphere. 
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2) The effect of seasonality on the global morphology and dynamics of Saturn's 
magnetosphere, and the seasonal impact on the production and transport processes. 
3) The dynamics of Saturn's magnetotail, focusing on the downtail loss of water group 
plasma (W+) sourced from the inner magnetosphere. 
1.3.2 Importance of multifluid simulations 
 The Cassini probe has collected an enormous volume of in situ data on Saturn's 
magnetosphere over the last decade, and as a result there have been numerous studies 
investigating magnetospheric phenomena ranging from corotation lag to the 
characteristics of Saturn's plasmoids. However, instrument data from a single spacecraft 
like Cassini is limited to observations from a single trajectory. The investigators who 
work on in situ data use a variety of tools, theories, and hypotheses to investigate various 
phenomena and integrate observations into cohesive pictures of how various processes 
function at Saturn, but it is still enormously difficult to develop a global understanding of 
its magnetosphere. 3D global models like the Saturn multifluid model provide global 
context to observations, and allow us to simulate large-scale phenomena that are hard to 
resolve with data from single trajectories. Unfortunately, simulations rely on various 
approximations, which means that under certain conditions or in some domains they are 
no longer able to provide reasonable fidelity to the observations. Our updated multifluid 
model allows accurate simulation of the inner magnetosphere for the first time. This is 
where mass- and momentum-loading processes occur, and thus it is essential to 
understanding the internal driving of Saturn's magnetosphere. Saturn's magnetosphere is 
unique, being rotationally driven like Jupiter but also much less energetic, with neutrals 
dominating over ions and electrons in the inner magnetosphere. By investigating the 
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above topics, we therefore not only contribute to the corpus of knowledge on Saturn's 
magnetospheric dynamics, but also to the understanding of how plasma-neutral 
interactions affect bulk flows of plasmas. 
1.3.3 Outline of document 
 We have modified the Saturn multifluid model [Kidder et al., 2009; Kidder et al., 
2012] to include mass- and momentum-loading interactions between the neutral cloud 
and the plasma, specifically electron-impact ionization and photoionization of the neutral 
cloud, as well as elastic charge-exchange collisions between water group ions and 
neutrals. The extended neutral cloud is incorporated into the simulation as a static 
representation, based on work by H.T. Smith (unpublished model, 2015). We have used 
the updated model to investigate the rate of plasma production and radial transport in the 
inner magnetosphere. 
 Chapter 2 provides the relevant background that is necessary to understanding the 
dynamics of Saturn's magnetosphere, as well as the Cassini spacecraft instruments which 
provide the data that we have used to validate our model. We discuss the physics of 
rotationally-driven magnetospheres, how Saturn's magnetospheric structure changes over 
the course of its orbit, and conclude with a brief overview of the various periodic 
phenomena that occur inside the magnetosphere. 
 Chapter 3 describes the Saturn multifluid model and the specific modifications 
that have been made to incorporate plasma-neutral interactions. We discuss in detail how 
the multifluid equations have been modified to include source terms, as well as how those 
terms are modeled in order to incorporate electron-impact ionization, photoionization, 
and elastic charge-exchange collisions interactions with the Enceladus neutral cloud. 
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  In Chapter 4, we validate the results of our model, by comparing them to Cassini 
Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) and Magnetometer (MAG) observations from the Cassini 
prime mission. We present model output for Saturn's southern hemisphere solstice, which 
corresponds to Saturn's orbital position just prior to Cassini's Saturn Orbital Insertion 
(SOI) phase, comparing our results for inner magnetosphere plasma properties with in 
situ data, a region that previous investigators were unable to simulate accurately. 
 Chapter 5 describes in detail the production of new plasma in the inner 
magnetosphere, as well as the radial transport process in Saturn's inner and middle 
magnetosphere at southern hemisphere Solstice. We discuss the temporal and spatial 
variability of the global production of new water group plasma, as well as the structures 
that transport this plasma out of the inner magnetosphere. All data in Chapters 4 and 5 are 
from the same 45 hour time interval (4.25 Saturn rotations). 
 Chapter 6 is a discussion of the effects of seasonal variability, focusing on the 
differences between the two seasonal extremes of equinox and southern hemisphere 
solstice. We describe how the global morphology of the plasma sheet is affected by 
Saturn's orbital location, both in terms of the average shape during a given season as well 
as the motion of the plasma sheet on timescales of minutes to hours. We also discuss 
whether seasonality drives inner magnetosphere dynamics, and thus whether it exerts an 
influence on the mass-  and momentum-loading processes that act there. 
 Chapter 7 is a brief discussion of an exploratory investigation into the dynamics 
of Saturn's magnetotail, focusing on two key phenomena: the downtail loss of plasma 
transported outwards from the inner magnetosphere, and the production of plasmoids due 
to the Dungey cycle when the IMF is directed antiparallel to the planetary magnetic field. 
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 We close this dissertation with Chapter 8, in which we discuss broad conclusions 
and implications of this work, as well as possible directions of future investigations. We 
also include supporting material in Appendix A in the form of both figures and 
animations (captions only; animation files can be found at smartech.gatech.edu). The 
animations are intended to provide the reader with more clarity on the dynamics of 
Saturn's inner magnetosphere than static images alone can provide. Finally, Appendix B 





2.1 Rotationally driven magnetospheres 
2.1.1 Internal driving of Saturn's magnetosphere 
 There are two known rotationally driven magnetospheres in the Solar System: 
Saturn's and Jupiter's. For a magnetosphere to be driven internally the rotation of a planet, 
three prerequisite conditions must be satisfied: 
1)  a strong planetary magnetic field and fast rotation rate; 
2) a conductive ionosphere; 
3) an internal source of plasma. 
 Corotation, or the enforced motion of plasma with the planet's rotation, is a 
consequence of the fact that the charged particles comprising the magnetospheric plasma 
and magnetic field lines are "frozen in" one another in most situations. The ions undergo 
cyclotron, bounce, and drift motion, but barring unusually high gradients they are 
constrained to execute this motion about the field lines they are associated with. As such, 
motion of the plasma can deform field lines, while motion of the field lines can transport 
plasma. Hill [1979] states that the imposition of corotation as the result of viscous 
coupling between the conductive ionosphere and the neutral atmosphere. The collision of 
ions tied to the field lines with neutrals results in an imposition of an electric field in the 
magnetosphere that causes the plasma to move at the same angular velocity as the 
ionosphere. An alternate interpretation is of rotation of the magnetic field and hence the 
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plasma tied to it, but the essential feature is that a minute portion of the rotational kinetic 
energy of the planet is passed to the plasma around it. 
 As Saturn has a relatively strong magnetic field, a highly conductive ionosphere, 
and a high rotation rate (see Table 1), azimuthal plasma flows dominate much of the 
magnetosphere. However, corotation is dependent on ionospheric conductivity, which is 
finite due to the impedance resulting from ion-neutral collisions in the ionosphere. The 
creation of new plasma from the neutral cloud results in increased mass carried by the 
tubes of magnetic flux, which in turn requires a greater torque to be exerted at the 
ionosphere. The finite ionospheric conductivity means that at a certain radial distance 
away from Saturn, corotation must break down and flux tubes containing plasma beyond 
this distance will start lagging behind the corotating inner flow [Hill, 1979; Eviatar and 
Richardson, 1986]. This is dependent on the rate of mass loading, the ionospheric 
Pedersen conductivity, the radius of Saturn, and the strength of its planetary magnetic 
field. At Saturn, this breakdown in corotation occurs between L ≈ 4 and 5.5 (the L-shell 
value is defined as the locus of the dipole magnetic field lines which pass through a given 
radial distance from the planet's center at the equator, e.g.:  L = 2 defines the field lines 
which intersect with r = 2 RS at z = 0). This phenomenon has considerable influence on 
the overall magnetospheric dynamics. 
2.1.2 Saturn's neutral cloud 
 Saturn's neutral cloud, the dominant source of new plasma produced in the inner 
magnetosphere, was first discovered in 1993 through analysis Hubble Space Telescope's 
Faint Object Spectrograph data [Shemansky et al., 1993]. From the highest density region 
in the vicinity of Enceladus, the cloud extends inwards to less than 2 RS from Saturn and 
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outwards to over 10 RS, as well as to 2 RS above and below the plane of the equator 
[Jurac et al., 2002]. The primary source of the neutral cloud is the icy moon Enceladus, 
orbiting at a distance of r = 4 RS. This tiny satellite (REn ≈ 260 km) experiences vigorous 
cryovolcanic activity near its southern pole along the so-called "tiger stripes", a series of 
long, parallel depressions in the surface exhibiting elevated temperatures [Porco et al., 
2006; Spencer et al., 2006]. Large plumes of solid and gaseous material  are observed to 





 kg/s of water vapor escapes to enter Saturn's orbit and 
form the neutral torus [Hansen et al., 2006; Waite et al., 2006; Burger et al., 2007]. The 
neutral torus is a narrowly confined region close to Enceladus' orbit with abundant water 
vapor, while the neutral cloud is the expanded structure containing the photodissociated 
products of the expelled water vapor, O, and OH, as well as the torus itself [Fleshman et 
al., 2010]. The existence of the expanded cloud is due to interactions between the 
neutrals and the magnetospheric plasma: the relatively fast-moving ions collide with the 
slow moving neutrals, as discussed in Section 3.4.2, resulting in a net transfer of energy 
from the plasma to the neutral cloud. Some of these neutrals gain sufficient energy to 
escape the inner magnetosphere entirely in the form of energetic neutral atoms (ENAs), 
but many of these fast-moving neutrals collide with slower neutrals, thus imparting their 
energy to the rest of the cloud and causing the entire structure to assume an expanded 
configuration [Johnson et al., 2006; Cassidy and Johnson, 2010; Smith et al., 2010]. 
 The neutral cloud is the primary source of mass- and momentum-loading, with 
new water group ions being produced by photoionization and electron-impact ionization 
of the water group neutrals [Pontius and Hill, 2006; Tokar et al., 2006; Pontius and Hill, 
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2009]. This newly-produced plasma is cold and slow-moving, and must be accelerated to 
corotation by Saturn's magnetic field. Saturn has a strong magnetic field, a conductive 
ionosphere, and a rapid rotation rate, so azimuthal plasma flows dominate much of the 
magnetosphere. While the exact rotation rate is unknown due to the close alignment of 
the spin and magnetic dipole axes, using the Saturn Kilometric Radiation (SKR) as a 
proxy yields a rapid rotation period of approximately 10.6-10.8 hours [Gurnett et al., 
2009; Gurnett et al., 2010]. Since the azimuthal velocities of the plasma exceed the 
Keplerian orbital velocities outside of r = 1.9 RS, the resultant centrifugal stresses act to 
accelerate inner-magnetosphere plasma radially outwards. The constant mass loading 
from continuous production of new plasma and Saturn's finite ionospheric conductivity 
result in the centrifugal stresses overwhelming the magnetic field's ability to radially 
confine the plasma, causing flux tubes loaded with inner magnetosphere plasma to move 
radially outwards [Hill, 1979; Eviatar and Richardson, 1986]. 
2.1.3 Plasma transport in the inner magnetosphere 
 Conservation of magnetic flux requires that the cold inner-magnetosphere plasma 
moving radially outwards must in turn be balanced by the inward movement of hot and 
tenuous outer-magnetosphere plasma and their associated flux tubes. This process is 
known as the centrifugal interchange process or instability (see Figure 2.1), and is the 
primary process which transports plasma out of the inner magnetosphere. Injection events 
or "fingers" of hot rarefied plasma have been observed numerous times by the Cassini 
spacecraft as close in as 5 RS from Saturn, and are the strongest evidence for the 
interchange process in the Saturnian magnetosphere [Burch et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2005; 




flux tubes on the dayside,  but when this plasma rotates around the nightside, there is no 
such bounding force. The flux tubes may then continue to distend radially as corotation 
lag increases, eventually reconnecting and leaving the magnetosphere. Whether most of 
the inner magnetosphere plasma escapes in large- or small-scale plasmoids downtail, as a 
steady "drizzle" down the flanks, or through Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities along the 
dusk magnetopause flanks is still a topic of debate [Bagenal and Delamere, 2011]. 
2.2 Magnetic reconnection at Saturn 
2.2.1 Vasyliunas and Dungey cycles 
 The identification and study of plasmoids is of great importance to building a 
comprehensive understanding of the dynamics of Saturn's magnetosphere. Plasmoids are 
the final stage in the mass flow from the inner magnetosphere: plasma-laden tubes of 
magnetic flux distend, resulting in reconnection forming plasmoids in the nightside which  
 
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic of the centrifugal interchange instability, showing the inward 
injection of hot plasma to conserve the flux lost through outward movement of flux tubes 




are then convected downtail. This process is known as the Vasyliunas cycle [Vasyliunas, 
1983], a schematic of which is shown in Figure 2.2. This is an example of closed flux  
magnetic reconnection, where both ends of a field line that is undergoing reconnection 
terminate in the planet. The other major reconnection-driven process is the Dungey cycle 
[Dungey, 1961], which involves the erosion of dayside magnetic flux when the IMF and 
planetary magnetic fields are antiparallel. The resulting open field lines are advected 
antisunward by the solar wind, and then compressed in the magnetotail. These open field 
lines eventually reconnect on the night side, thus this is an example of open flux 
reconnection. There is evidence that magnetopause reconnection at Saturn's subsolar 
magnetopause is rarer than at Jupiter or Earth, as a result of the high gradients in plasma 
  (ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic field pressure) across the magnetopause and 
magnetosheath [Masters et al., 2012]. It has been hypothesized that reconnection for the 
 
Figure 2.2 Schematic of closed-flux X-line reconnection in the nightside magnetosphere 
due to distension of plasma-laden flux tube by the centrifugal interchange instability 
(Source: modified from Vasyliunas [1983]). Black lines and arrows represent magnetic 
field lines; blue and red arrows represent field line and plasma motion in z and r 
respectively. a) compression of magnetotail field in z causes reconnection as frozen-flux 
condition breaks down, thus forming loop-type plasmoid; energy released results in 
acceleration of field away from reconnection X-line. b) plasmoid has advected tailwards 




Dungey and Vasyliunas cycles occurs in different regions of the magnetotail, with the 
former occurring predominantly in the post-midnight sector and the latter in the pre-
midnight sector [Cowley et al., 2005]. 
 Hill et al. [2008] presented observations of plasmoid formation and release in the 
magnetotail, confirming that they contain water group ions, and thus that they contain 
material originating from the inner magnetosphere. Nevertheless, it is unclear if this 
plasmoid is due to Dungey or Vasyliunas cycle reconnection. The reconnection process 
results in heating and acceleration of plasma, which in turn releases radiation and results 
in energy in the form of plasma waves. The plasmoids themselves are of impressive size, 
often several planetary radii in length, and the acceleration imparted to them during 
reconnection is considerable, with plasmoids moving downtail at speeds of hundreds of 
kilometers per second [Jackman et al., 2008]. It is important to note, however that 
Cassini's orbit is ill suited to extensive study of plasmoid formation and release. Thus, 
dynamical simulations can be of great importance in building our understanding of these 
events and the consequences they have for other magnetospheric phenomena. 
 Dungey cycle behavior has been observed at Saturn, but the process by which the 
vast majority of plasma from the inner magnetosphere is lost has yet to be conclusively 
established. Previous investigators found that mass loss rates from large-scale plasmoids 
are far too low to account for the rate at which new plasma is produced in the inner 
magnetosphere by one or two orders of magnitude [Bagenal and Delamere, 2011; 
Jackman et al., 2014]. If either the "dusk-side drizzle" or loss via small-scale plasmoid 
hypotheses described in Bagenal and Delamere [2011] are true, the relative paucity of 
observations may be because Cassini has rarely visited this region [Jackman et al., 2014]. 
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2.2.2 Plasmoid morphology 
 Plasmoids possess one of two basic morphologies: loops or flux ropes, as shown 
in Figure 2.3 [Zong et al., 2004; Jackman et al., 2014]. While a given magnetosphere 
may produce both types, it has been found that flux ropes tend to be more common at 
Earth, while all observed plasmoids at Saturn exhibit loop morphology [Jackman et al., 
2014]. As an aside, we note that all published Saturn global models tend to produce flux 
ropes instead of loops [Jia et al., 2012b; Kidder et al., 2012]. Figure 2.3 also shows the 
expected magnetic field signature recorded by a spacecraft that flies through each type of 
plasmoid (loop, flux rope, or loop-enclosed flux rope). There is a final plasmoid signature 
in Figure 2.3, the travelling compression region (TCR). This is what a spacecraft would 




Figure 2.3 Schematic illustrations and magnetic field signatures of plasmoids and TCRs. 
Dashed red arrows represent spacecraft trajectory relative to plasmoid or TCR (Source: 
Jackman et al. [2014], modified from Zong et al. [2004]) 
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passes close by instead, compressing the open field lines in the lobes. These signatures 
were measured relatively frequently at Saturn during solstice, since plasmoids travel 
along the curved magnetodisc (see Section 2.3 below), and thus did not often intersect 
with Cassini which typically orbited below the plasma sheet at this part of its mission. 
2.3 Global morphology and seasonal variability 
 Saturn's magnetosphere is driven both externally, by the solar wind, and 
internally, by the planet's rotation and the outward flow of newly-produced plasma. The 
seasonal impact of solar wind forcing on gross morphology is now well-understood: 
Arridge et al. [2008] showed that the "bowl" or "basin" shaped current sheet during 
southern solstice was due to the solar wind dynamic pressure acting upon the southern 
magnetopause boundary, as show in Figure 2.3, while Sergis et al. [2011] observed a 




Figure 2.4 Deformation of Saturn's magnetosphere due to solar wind dynamic pressure 
and the planet's significant obliquity (Source: Arridge et al. [2008]) 
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2.4 Periodicities 
 While the investigation of the various periodic phenomena observed in Saturn's 
magnetosphere is beyond the scope of this investigation, the importance of periodicities 
to Saturn's magnetospheric dynamics as well as to the overall history of the inquiry into 
this topic requires that we briefly discuss the topic here. The close alignment of Saturn's 
dipole and rotational axes means that, unlike Jupiter, there is no precession of the 
magnetic field which reveals the planet's true interior rotation rate. 
 Historically, the Saturn Kilometric Radiation (SKR), a signal with a period of 
approximately 10.6 hrs first observed by the Voyager probes, has been treated as the 
approximate rotation rate. However, this is complicated by the fact that there are in fact 
two different sources, one in the northern hemisphere, and one in the southern 
hemisphere [Zarka, 1998], each of which has a slightly different period which drifts over 
time [Gurnett et al., 2009; Lamy, 2011; Cowley and Provan, 2015]. By the beginning of 
the Cassini epoch (2004-present), the period of the stronger (southern) SKR component 
was approximately 10.8 hrs, while the northern component was at around 10.6 hrs. As 
shown in Figure 2.5 from Cowley and Provan [2015], by 2010 both periods had drifted to 
around 10.7 hrs, at approximately the same time as the emergence of the Great White 
Spot, a planet-spanning storm in the Saturn's northern hemisphere that lasted over 200 
days [Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2012; Sanz-Requena et al., 2012]. The drift of the SKR is 
far too great for it to be directly correlated with an interior rotation rate, which means that 
the latter is still a mystery. 
 Numerous phenomena in Saturn's magnetosphere have been observed to oscillate 




system has become important to understanding the dynamic behavior of the 
magnetosphere, in addition to any light such inquiries might shed on the planetary 
rotation rate. Periodicities in charged particle populations were among the earliest to be 
investigated during the Cassini epoch [Carbary et al., 2007b; Carbary et al., 2007a], with 
density variations in both ions and electrons being observed at a period of approximately 
10.8 hrs early in the mission. Carbary et al. [2009] later showed that both the northern 
and southern SKR periods could be discerned in the energetic electron population. 
Saturn's magnetosphere also produces periodicities on a very large scale, with the 
magnetopause and bow shock "breathing" (oscillating towards and away from the planet) 
at approximately the SKR period [Clarke et al., 2010b; Clarke et al., 2010a]. Indeed, 
 
Figure 2.5 Strength and period of northern and southern SKR components over the 
Cassini era (Source: modified from Cowley and Provan [2015]) 
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many of the previous periodic phenomena can be understood in the context of periodic 
motion of the plasma sheet with a specific phase relationship with one or both 
components of the SKR [Arridge et al., 2011a; Carbary, 2013]. 
 There have been numerous hypotheses about what causes these periodicities, but 
thus far every hypothesis has had fatal flaws. Some investigators favor the camshaft 
model, in which they postulate the existence of a longitudinally rotating magnetic 
anomaly that perturbs the magnetic field, thus transmitting periodic signals [Espinosa et 
al., 2003; Achilleos et al., 2010]. Unfortunately, no magnetic anomaly has been located 
that satisfies these requirements. Another hypothesis has been advanced by Jia et al. 
[2012a], involving rotating ionospheric vortices, but Smith [2014] asserts that such 
vortices are energetically unfeasible. Furthermore, Winglee et al. [2013] show that 
periodicities may originate due to interactions between the centrifugal interchange 
instability and Titan. This is an important possibility to consider in light of the fact that 
that Russell et al. [2008] have shown that Titan may exert a significant influence on 
certain aspects of Saturn's global magnetospheric dynamics. In summary, as a result of 
the complexities and competing hypotheses surrounding this issue, we have chosen not to 
tackle this topic head-on, and instead merely introduce it here so that the reader 
understands the nature of this debate. 
2.5 Cassini at Saturn 
 While the Voyager probes provided a wealth of data on the Saturnian system, it 
was the 2004 arrival of the Cassini probe that began the present era where we have 
collected and analyzed vast amounts of data about Saturn, its moons, and its 
magnetosphere. With that has come a new understanding of a unique magnetosphere that 
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many previous investigators assumed combined the characteristics of Jupiter's and 
Earth's. Of particular interest to us are the data from the Cassini Magnetometer (MAG) 
and Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) instruments, which we use to validate our simulation. 
In this section, we therefore give a brief overview of the Cassini spacecraft and mission, 
and the MAG and CAPS instruments. 
 The Cassini spacecraft was launched in 1997, and entered Saturn orbit (Saturn 
Orbital Insertion, or SOI) on 1 July 2004. It has spent the last eleven years orbiting Saturn 
and gathering a wealth of data on the planet, its moons, and its magnetosphere. The 
period from 2004-2008 is known as the Prime Mission, during which it has helped make 
numerous exciting discoveries, including the discovery of the Enceladus tiger stripes and 
plumes, the curvature of Saturn's plasma sheet, and the landing of the Huygens probe on 
Titan, the first human craft to land on a body in the outer Solar System. Since 2008, the 
Cassini mission has been extended twice. Cassini has traveled on a variety of trajectories, 
sampling most of Saturn's magnetosphere , including some passes as close as 5 RS from 
Saturn and others into the deep magnetotail, and has therefore contributed immensely to 
our understanding of these regions. The end of the mission is drawing close however: in 
2017, Cassini will be plunged into Saturn's atmosphere to ensure that it does not 
eventually collide with one of Saturn's moons, thus contaminating its surface. 
 The MAG instrument is actually comprised of two separate magnetometers, both 
mounted on an 11 m boom extending from the Cassini spacecraft: a fluxgate 
magnetometer (FGM) is mounted halfway along the boom, while a scalar/vector helium 
magnetometer (S/HVM) is mounted at the end. The overall MAG instrument uses both 
magnetometers together to obtain low noise and high dynamic range measurements of the 
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magnetic fields in and around Saturn's magnetosphere. The high dynamic range and 
sensitivity enables the instrument to accurately measure magnetic fields throughout the 
magnetosphere, from within a few RS of the planet all the way to the deep magnetotail. 
For a detailed discussion of the construction and function of MAG, we direct the reader 
to Dougherty et al. [2004]. 
 CAPS is likewise comprised of separate instruments, the Electron Spectrometer 
(ELS), the Ion Mass Spectrometer (IMS), and the Ion Beam Spectrometer (IBS). The 
entire CAPS instrument is mounted on an actuated platform that moves in azimuth in 
order to provide as wide a field of view as possible. ELS measures electrons between 0.6 
and 28 keV in logarithmic energy bins, while IMS measures the ions in hot, diffuse 
plasmas between 1 and 50 keV/q. The mass/charge ratio range that IMS can measure 
extends from 1 to 400 amu/q. CAPS is intended to complement the MIMI instrument: 
together they can measure particles at energies from 1 eV to 1 MeV (18 MeV for ions). 
IBS is intended to observe narrow ion beams, and is therefore not relevant to the topics 
that we cover in this dissertation. However, the inquisitive reader can learn about CAPS 
in depth from Young et al. [2004].  
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CHAPTER 3 
THE SATURN MULTIFLUID MODEL 
 
3.1 Modeling Saturn's magnetosphere 
 With its large size and enormous variations of characteristic length scales and 
velocities, Saturn's magnetosphere is a difficult system to model numerically, second 
only to Jupiter's among Solar System magnetospheres. While numerous published models 
have addressed certain aspects of Saturn's magnetosphere, global models have been 
relatively rare. The two most notable global Saturn models are the BATSRUS single-
fluid magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model, and the multifluid multiscale MHD model 
from the University of Washington, Seattle. Our model is descended from the latter. 
 The BATSRUS model was first applied at Saturn by Hansen et al. [2005], who 
very early on showed that the external conditions at equinox are such that the plasma 
sheet should be warped, hinged at both the bow and tail. Arridge et al. [2008] later 
showed that this was indeed the case, with definitive evidence of the so-called "bowl" 
morphology of Saturn's plasma sheet and magnetodisc. Later, Zieger et al. [2010] 
conducted a numerical investigation into open flux reconnection and the release of 
plasmoids, finding that there were strong relationships between the upstream conditions 
and the rate of production of large-scale flux rope plasmoids in Saturn's magnetotail. 
Most recently, Jia et al. [2012b], Jia et al. [2012a], Jia and Kivelson [2012], and 
Kivelson and Jia [2014] have published an updated version of the BATSRUS Saturn 
model, focusing on the implications of ionospheric vortices inside the inner boundary 
driving the SKR-related periodicities in Saturn's magnetosphere. BATSRUS is a mature 
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and highly optimized model with a wide range of numerical schemes at its disposal, and 
has thus been a pillar in the modeling community for over a decade. However, the fact 
that the large-scale Saturn model is single-fluid only means that there are important 
regions and behaviors in Saturn's magnetosphere that it is unable to simulate effectively. 
 By virtue of its separate ion fluid components and ability to track the electron 
population characteristics, the multifluid model is much better suited to simulating the 
inner regions of Saturn's magnetosphere with its populations of ion species of  with 
significantly different mass-to-charge ratios. Multifluid MHD was first presented in a 
global model of Earth's magnetosphere [Winglee, 1998], and has since been extended to 
several other solar system bodies, including Ganymede [Paty, 2006], Titan [Snowden and 
Winglee, 2013], and Saturn [Kidder et al., 2009; Kidder et al., 2012]. The model utilizes 
a nested-grid structure, which enables it to simulate complex multi-scale, multi-body 
interactions, such as the Saturn-Titan interaction [Winglee et al., 2013]. The ability to 
track individual plasma components means that it is possible to incorporate self-
consistent plasma-neutral interactions such as electron-impact ionization and ion-neutral 
charge exchange collisions, pioneered by Snowden and Winglee [2013] in investigating 
the Titan's interaction with magnetospheric plasma flows. This approach was so 
successful that it was later adopted by Rubin et al. [2015] at Europa using BATSRUS's 
multifluid scheme. Early versions of the Saturn multifluid model were among the first to 
produce outflow and injection fingers, but like many previous MHD models they 
experienced severe supercorotation in certain regions of the magnetosphere where this 
has not been observed by spacecraft instruments [Kidder et al., 2009]. In this paper, we 
discuss the results of a modified and extended version of the Saturn model incorporating 
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plasma-neutral interactions, thus enabling simulation of the effects of mass- and 
momentum loading in the global magnetosphere. 
 One other notable model is the Rice Convection Model, or RCM [Liu et al., 
2010]. This is a 2.5D model (infinite in z along Saturn's rotational axis) which has been 
used to study the centrifugal interchange instability at Saturn, focusing on the production 
of outflow structures and injection fingers. It is thus the only other model to produce 
these structures at Saturn. The RCM results show good qualitative results in terms of 
corotation lag and the development of the interchange instability, but the overall number 
and azimuthal coverage by the injection fingers is quite different from what has been 
observed at Saturn, a likely consequence of the 2.5D geometry. It is nevertheless an 
extremely useful tool that has provided excellent insights into the processes governing 
Saturn's magnetospheric dynamics. 
3.2 The multifluid multiscale model 
 The multifluid technique is a generalization of the well-known single fluid MHD 
technique, where each positive ion species with the same or similar mass-to-charge ratio 
can be treated as an individual fluid. A model can include an arbitrary number of ion 
fluids, while the electrons are treated as a zero-mass fluid that flows instantaneously to 
neutralize charge. Multifluid MHD thus enables study of the dynamics of individual ion 
species and produces more accurate behavior in regions with diverse ion species of 
varying abundances, such as in Saturn's inner magnetosphere. The ability to track the 
properties of each major plasma component also makes the multifluid technique ideal for 
the simulation of plasma-neutral interactions, which are of great importance to these 
process in the vicinity of the Enceladus neutral cloud. 
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 The updated Saturn model incorporates three singly-charged ion species with the 
following mass/charge ratios: 1amu/e
+
 (protons or H+, comprising the bulk of the solar 
wind and also sourced from Saturn's ionosphere); 17 amu/e
+







, sourced primarily from ionization of the neutral cloud, with a 
smaller ionospheric source); and 32 amu/e
+
, a low-abundance heavy ion included as a 
tracer. In addition to tracking the pressure, density, and velocity of these species, the 
modified multifluid equations (see Section 3.3) also tracks the evolution of the water 
group fluid due to photoionization and electron impact ionization of the neutral cloud, as 
well as momentum exchange due to elastic collisions between water group ions and 
neutrals. The current nested grid comprises six boxes with resolution decreasing by 
factors of two from the innermost (0.25 RS) to the outermost box (8 RS), as shown in 
Figure 3.1 (box 6 omitted due to size). The innermost box contains the planet and most of 
the inner magnetosphere. The fine grid spacing in the innermost box allows the model to 
resolve small-scale features and therefore accurately simulate plasma-neutral interactions, 
while the magnetopause boundary and much of the magnetotail is captured at a still-
reasonable 1 RS grid spacing, thus permitting reasonable computational performance by 
using coarser spacing farther from the planet. 
 The origin of our coordinate system is at the center of Saturn, with the z axis 
aligned with the planet's rotational and dipole axes. The y axis points in the direction of 




the anti-Sunward direction. This is similar to one of the standard inertial frames used at 
Saturn, the Kronocentric Solar Magnetic (KSMAG) frame described in Arridge et al. 
[2011b], except that the KSMAG x and y axes point in the opposite directions from our 
coordinate system. To transform from KSMAG to our system involves a simple 180° 
rotation around the z-axis. The incoming solar wind conditions can be varied to simulate 
different angles of attack, and therefore seasonal conditions (e.g.: during equinox, the 
solar wind flows in the positive x direction, as the x axis at this point in Saturn's orbit 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Schematic of the nested-grid structure of the Saturn multifluid model (Source: 
modified from Winglee et al. [2009])  
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points directly in the antisunward direction). In this paper we will often need to refer to 
features that are at some stated radial distance away from the planet's spin axis. Thus, we 
will also often refer to a cylindrical coordinate system with an identical z axis, radius 
        , and               . 
3.3 Governing multifluid equations 
 Equations 1-9 are the multifluid equations [Winglee, 1998; Kidder et al., 2009], 
modified to include the effects of neutral cloud interactions [Snowden and Winglee, 
2013]. These equations govern the evolution of the plasma variables velocity V, mass 
density ρ, and pressure P for the ions and the electrons (denoted i and e respectively), as 
well as the electric field and magnetic fields E and B, and current density J. Variables mi, 
qi, and ni are the mass, charge, and number density of ion species i, and γ is the ratio of 
specific heats (cp/cv ≈ 1.67, assumed to approximate a monatomic ideal gas). Equations 1 
and 2 are the mass and momentum conservation equations for ion species i, while 3 is the 
equation of state. 
   
  
            (1) 
  
   
  
                   
   
  
           (2) 
   
  
                             (3) 
Terms A, B, and C, described in Equation 4, and      from Equation 3 are the 
modifications made to the governing plasma equations to incorporate the effects of 
neutral cloud interactions on the ion fluids. Term A is the change in density of species i 
due to the local source (mass-loading) and loss rates, Si and Li. Term B is the momentum-
loading terms, which describes the change in momentum of species i due to elastic 
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charge-exchange collisions between ions and neutrals, where υin is the ion-neutral 
collision frequency and Un is the neutral velocity. Term C is the change in momentum 
due to the creation of new plasma moving at the velocity of the neutrals. Finally,      is 
the heat addition term due to plasma-neutral interactions. 
             (4a) 
               (4b) 
              (4c) 
 We assume that all negative charge carriers are electrons. The conservation of 
mass for electrons is satisfied by the assumption that the plasma is quasi-neutral, 
       . The low mass of the electrons relative to the ions results in a very high 
electron gyrofrequencies, and hence very small characteristic timescales, thus we 
consider only the drift velocity of the electrons. The dynamics of the electrons are 
therefore entirely determined by Equations 5 and 6 which are respectively the equation of 
state for the electrons, and a modified Ohm's law describing the evolution of the electric 
field, where      is the local resistivity (only non-zero in the ionosphere). The final 
plasma-neutral interaction term is      in Equation 5, the electron fluid heat addition 
term which couples the plasma-neutral interactions to the evolution of the electron fluid.  
   
  
                             (5) 
    
  
  
      
   
   
 
  
   
       (6) 
Equation 7 is Faraday's law of induction, which is solved for evolution of the magnetic 
field while Equation 8, Ampere's law, is used to calculate the current density. Equation 9, 
uses the definition of current as the differential motion of charges to obtain the bulk 
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  (9) 
3.4 Modeling neutral cloud interactions 
 Terms A, B, and C,     , and      must be modeled as functions of the plasma 
properties and the density and velocity of the neutrals in order to successfully capture the 
temporal and spatial variability of the plasma-neutral interactions. Rather than consider 
the full list of all possible plasma-neutral and photon-neutral reactions that may occur, we 
begin with a subset of the most important interactions, shown in Table 2. This subset was 
compiled on the basis of which species were most abundant and which reactions had the 
fastest rates [Burger et al., 2007; Fleshman et al., 2010]. Saturn's neutral cloud is 
primarily composed of OH, which is produced from the photodissociation of H2O 
sourced from Enceladus' cryovolcanic plumes (H2O + hυ → OH + H). Photodissociation 
may also give rise to atomic O (H2O + hυ → O + H2, OH + hυ → O + H). H2O dominates 
within 0.5 RS of Enceladus' orbit, but its density rapidly falls with increasing distance 
(H.T. Smith, personal communication [2015]). Outside of this region, the relative 
abundances of the main water group neutrals in the cloud is OH:O:H2O = 10:10: 3 
[Fleshman et al., 2010]. Because of the dominance of water group neutrals and W+ ions 
in Saturn's inner magnetosphere where the neutral cloud interactions primarily take place, 
we restrict our modifications of the multifluid equations to the W+ fluid alone. 
 We model the interactions listed in Table 2 because those are the most important 




also other plasma-neutral interactions that occur in Saturn's magnetosphere that are 
important to certain regions of interest. One particular interaction is the charging of 
nanoscale grains of ice and dust that originate from the Enceladus plumes [Morooka et 
al., 2011]. The presence of negatively charged dust has important implications for the 
flow of plasma in the vicinity of Enceladus, as described by Kriegel et al. [2011] and 
[Simon et al., 2011]. However, these effects generally act on length scales far below what 
we can resolve using the global model and grid described in this document. As a result, 
we neglect these effects in the model results describe herein, leaving studies on the 
implications of these effects on global dynamics to future investigators. 
3.4.1 Source terms 
 Together, photoionization and electron impact ionization make up the processes 
that comprise the source term Si in terms A and C of Equations 1 and 2. Based on the 
significantly smaller rate constants for loss processes found by Fleshman et al. [2010], 
we have assumed that the loss rate Li is generally much lower throughout most of the 
inner magnetosphere. Also, since we are only considering the reactions in Table 2, only 
Table 2 List of neutral cloud interactions incorporated into modified multifluid model 
Reactions Type 



































 + H2O elastic charge-exchange collision 
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source rate we are interested in is the volumetric rate of water-group (W+) ion 
production, or    . 
Photoionization 
 We have simplified our model by treating the neutral cloud as being composed 
entirely of OH for the purposes of simulating photoionization. Thus photoionization is 
treated as being dependent solely on the rate coefficient for ionization of OH by UV 
photons (see Table 1) at 9.6 AU for the quiet Sun, kph = 3.7 × 10
-9
/s, as obtained from 
Huebner et al. [1992]. The model allows us to easily modify the rate coefficient to reflect 
different conditions such as solar maximum or Saturn's aphelion. Treating all three major 
constituents of the neutral cloud as OH is reasonable since the rate coefficients for the 
photoionization of O, OH, and H2O are all within approximately 50% of the stated value 
above [Fleshman et al., 2010], and the global rate of photoionization is an order of 
magnitude smaller than electron-impact ionization, making it a significantly weaker 
driver of magnetospheric dynamics. 
Electron impact ionization 
 Electron impact ionization of the neutral cloud is by far the largest contributor to 
global mass-loading in Saturn's magnetosphere. The electron ionization frequency υe is 
dependent upon the local electron density ne, and the rate constant κe, and is given by 
            . To go from υe to the actual source rate per unit volume, we multiply by 
the local neutral density: 
         (10) 
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The rate constant is dependent on the impact ionization cross-section σe, and the 
temperature of the local electron population, shown in Equation 11 below: 
                      (11) 
where v is the electron thermal velocity, and f(v) is phase-space thermal velocity 
distribution. Recent work has shown that the distribution that best models the plasma in 
Saturn's inner magnetosphere may be a Kappa distribution [Pierrard and Lazar, 2010; 
Carbary et al., 2014]. This is a non-thermal distribution, a modification of the 
Maxwellian distribution which allows for an increased abundance of higher-energy 
particles in the tail of the distribution. Nevertheless, we assume a Maxwellian instead of  
a Kappa distribution for f(v) for two major reasons: 1) it simplifies the computation of κe 
at each grid point, since the Kappa distribution requires numerical integration, and would 
slow the simulation to untenable levels, and 2) using a Kappa distribution would require 
assigning a fixed value for the kappa parameter to each grid point, which would have to 
be drawn from previous studies and which would prevent our simulation of  electron-
impact ionization from being self-consistent. We examined cross-section data for the 
electron impact ionization of each major species, O [Johnson et al., 2005], OH 
[Tarnovsky et al., 1998], and H2O [Itikawa and Mason, 2005] (see Table 2) and 
determined that across most of the range of interest (13-150 eV), the cross-sectional 
values at a given energy were all within 33% of one another, as shown in Figure 3.2. We 
therefore made another simplifying assumption, and used the cross-section values for OH 










Figure 3.2 Single-electron ionization cross section of a) O (Source: Johnson et al. 






3.4.2 Ion-neutral elastic collisions 
 Elastic collisions between water groups ions and neutrals (i.e.: collisions resulting 
in symmetric charge exchange) result in a net loss of momentum from the ion fluid. The 
effects of these interactions are expressed in term B of Equation 2. The local time-
dependent rate of these collisions υin depends upon the collision cross-section σin, the 
neutral and ion number densities, nn and ni, and the relative speed between the ions and 
neutrals           :  
 
 
Figure 3.2 (continued) c) Single-electron ionization cross section of H2O (Source: 





                 (13) 
We calculate the velocity difference at each grid point and time step, assuming that the 
neutrals are traveling at Keplerian velocities. Lishawa et al. [1990] showed that not only  
were the collision cross-sections very close for both charge-exchange reactions shown in 
Table 1, but also that across the range of collision energies, the cross-sections were 
relatively unchanged as shown in Figure 3.3. We therefore used a mean cross-sectional 




, greatly simplifying the calculation. 
3.4.3 Heat addition terms 
The addition of new plasma from the neutral cloud results in a net loss of energy density 
from the plasma fluid, as the newly created ions are at essentially the same temperature as 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Charge exchange cross section (Source: Lishawa et al. [1990]) 
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the neutrals (practically zero, compared to the bulk ion temperature). Furthermore, elastic 
ion-neutral collisions result in energy exchanged from the plasma to the neutrals, with a 
fast (corotational) ion and a neutral at Keplerian speeds becoming a slow ion and a fast 
neutral. We employ the expression used by Snowden and Winglee [2013] to incorporate 
the change in W+ ion and electron fluid energy due to plasma-neutral interactions, the 
terms      and      from Equations 3 and 5 above, and refer the reader to the detailed 
discussion in that source. 
3.4.4 A note on approximations 
 As we have explained above, we have made a number of approximations in order 
to reduce the total number of interactions that need to be incorporated into our model to 
manageable levels. Thus, in addition to the effects of discretization that affect all 
numerical fluid models, there are also uncertainties that arise from these approximations 
which primarily manifest within the mass- and momentum-conservation equations, as 
well as the equations of state (Equations 1-4). Most of this uncertainty arises from our 
averaging of the electron-impact ionization cross-sections described in Section 3.4.1 







) as a single neutral or W+ ion species. There are likewise 
uncertainties arising from the assumption of a single change-exchange collision cross-
section as described in Section 3.4.2. 
 We made the decision to use these approximations because, as noted earlier, the 
variability in cross-sectional values for the above reactions is on the order or 33% or less. 
This is generally much less than the observed variability in important quantities such as 
plasma densities, pressures, and temperatures, and magnetic field strengths and directions 
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throughout most of the Saturn's magnetosphere. As a result, we believe that the effects of 
our approximations on the physics are likely far less important than the variability 
produced by the dynamic behavior in our simulation domain. Moreover, as we go on to 
show in the remainder of this dissertation, the results of our simulations incorporating 
these modifications exhibit excellent agreement with the in situ data. Thus the 
uncertainties introduced by these approximations appear to be well constrained and do 
not inhibit the accurate simulation of Saturn's magnetosphere. 
3.5 Empirical representation of the neutral cloud 
 We began our simulations with an azimuthally-symmetric empirical 
representation of the neutral cloud based on the results by Jurac et al. [2002]. We have 
since generalized the model to enable the inclusion of any neutral cloud morphology. For 
the purposes of this investigation, we use a representation from H.T. Smith (personal 
communication [2015]), which is an updated version of the neutral cloud model from 
Smith et al. [2010]. This representation is the result of populating the inner-
magnetosphere with neutrals using a Monte Carlo method, ejecting H2O molecules from 
Enceladus and then calculating their  trajectories based on the physical and chemical 
processes acting upon them. Like the older representation, this is azimuthally symmetric, 
as shown in Figure 3.2. Compared to the model from Jurac et al. [2002], this version has 
much higher densities in the vicinity of Enceladus' orbit, and is both more confined 
radially, and more expanded in z. In both representations, neutral densities rapidly decay 
to zero inwards of r = 4 RS, due to absorption by the rings. Since the neutral cloud varies 





and reconnection timescales), we treat the cloud as a static source of new ions with 
unchanging distribution in time. 
3.6 Interior boundary and solar wind conditions 
 The inner boundary of the Saturn model is located at 2.25 RS from the center of 
the planet, outside the main rings. The interior dipole field is initialized in the 
"ionosphere" nodes, just inside the inner boundary, such that Beq(r = 1 RS) = 21,000 nT. 
The rotation rate is set by restricting the plasma in the ionosphere nodes to move in strict 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Density contours of extended Enceladus neutral cloud representation based on 
modeling by H.T. Smith. Cloud is azimuthally symmetric, all neutrals at treated as W+ 
(combination of O, OH, and H2O) 
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corotation with Saturn (i.e.: a rotation period of 1 TS). We do not presently maintain a 
non-zero ionospheric resistivity. As a result magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling is not 
current limited (i.e.: field-aligned currents which close through the ionosphere are not 
affected by the       term in Equation 6). The lack of a current-limited ionosphere has 
often led to physically-inaccurate supercorotation in models of large rotationally-driven 
magnetospheres [Moriguchi et al., 2008; Kidder et al., 2009; Jia and Kivelson, 2012]. 
Chané et al. [2013] suggest a potential solution whereby they implement the inner-
boundary by modeling the interaction of the plasma with the neutrals in the ionosphere. 
By doing so, they have produced the first global MHD model accurately depicting 
corotation lag in the Jovian magnetosphere using this method. We note that our self-
consistent incorporation of plasma-neutral interactions with the Enceladus neutral cloud 
is similar in concept, and we show in Chapter 4 that the net effect of the new physics is to 
produce much better agreement with corotation lag profiles obtained from in situ data. 
Nevertheless, the inclusion of a physically-representative ionospheric conductance in the 
model is a topic of ongoing work. 
 The boundary formulation allows outward ion flux from the interior, but 
maintains the interior densities and pressures at the same levels. Thus, outward flux at the 
boundary is driven by pressure gradients and numerical diffusion. Our original intent was 
to set W+ density in the interior at a negligible level. However, in order to avoid both 
untenably high Alfven speeds close to the inner boundary which would adversely impact 
simulation performance, and very large density gradients which would drive excess 
numerical diffusion, it was necessary to specify a reasonably high water group ion 
density both inside and on the inner boundary. As a result, we still maintain an interior 
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W+ source. This is the primary W+ source for previous iterations of the Saturn multifluid 
model, but in this version it is much reduced, allowing the neutral cloud to dominate the 
production of new plasma (see Figure 5.6 for magnitude of ionospheric source). 
 For all results presented in Chapters 4 and 5, the incoming solar wind and IMF 
conditions were set to values appropriate to Saturn at southern hemisphere solstice, and 
are constant in time. The solar wind velocity is 450 km/s, and flows roughly anti-
Sunward at a 26° angle from the x-y plane (    = [400,0,200] km/s). This was the angle 
of attack (AOA) of the solar wind relative to Saturn in 2003-2004, shortly before 
Cassini's Saturn Orbital Insertion (SOI) phase. Thus, our simulation data in these chapters 
can be reasonably compared to in situ observations from the Cassini prime mission. The 
solar wind is composed primarily of protons, with negligible W+ and hvy+ components 
(required, since the fluid density cannot be zero), with a density of 0.1 cm
-3
 and a 
temperature of 140 eV. The only non-zero IMF component in these chapters is Bz = -0.25 
nT, parallel to the interior field at the magnetopause, thus producing a closed 
magnetospheric configuration. The simulations are run for as long as possible (usually 
several TS), with the time at the point that quasi-equilibrium has been reached designated 
as 0 hrs UT. 
 In Chapter 6, we consider the impact of seasonal variability as expressed by 
changes in the solar wind AOA. We maintain the solar wind density, temperature, and 
speed at previous values, as well as the same IMF, but change the incoming solar wind 
velocity vector     to select a particular AOA value (e.g.:     = [450,0,0] km/s at 
equinox). Once again, we wait for the magnetosphere to reach a quasi-equilibrium state 
before beginning in-depth observations. 
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 In our study of tail dynamics in Chapter 7, we obtained all our data for the 
equinox case, as the mean plasma sheet is aligned with the rotation equator and the x-y 
plane, which makes visualization and the placement of virtual spacecraft (specific points 
on the grid from which a range of data is collected at every time step) a much simpler 
task. We applied a step-change in the IMF Bz component from -0.25 nT to 0.25 nT 
(parallel [closed] to antiparallel [open]). We designated the time at which we applied this 




VALIDATION OF SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
4.1 Global morphology of Saturn's magnetosphere 
 Due to the large number of modifications made to the basic multifluid model, we 
begin by presenting a series of comparisons to data to demonstrate both the model's 
fidelity to CAPS and MAG data as well as those regions in which the model results 
diverge from observations. Previous model results, including both the University of 
Michigan’s BATSRUS model [Hansen et al., 2005] and the University of Washington’s 
multifluid code [Kidder et al., 2009] have successfully reproduced the curved plasma 
sheet configuration observed at solstice. Figure 4.1a shows x-z plane H+ pressure 
contours and Saturn's magnetic field in the day-night meridian, illustrating the typical 
global configuration of Saturn's magnetosphere at solstice. Note that the simulation 
maintains the curvature of the plasma sheet after the addition of photoionization, 
electron-impact ionization, and elastic ion-neutral collisions. The subsolar magnetopause 
standoff distance, denoted by the blue star, is located at approximately 22 RS, on the 
lower end of the range given by Achilleos et al. [2008], who found a bimodal distribution 
of standoff distances with peaks at 22 and 27 RS. The equatorial plane (Figure 4.1b) 
shows a typical flow field for the bulk plasma for all modeled plasma species,   , 
(               ). The inner magnetosphere is dominated by azimuthal flows, both 
anti-Sunward and cross-tail flows are visible on the dawn flank, the latter enforcing the 
azimuthal flow in this region, while the dusk flank is largely characterized by anti-





Figure 4.1a) meridional and b) equatorial view of global morphology of Saturn’s 
magnetosphere. Vectors represent the density-averaged total plasma velocity, contours 
show proton pressure, field lines represent the magnetic field inside the magnetopause, 
blue star represents subsolar magnetopause standoff distance. 
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field lines in the inner magnetosphere implies a largely sub-corotational flow field (see 
Figure 4.4 and accompanying description). The apparent inner-magnetosphere pressure 
enhancement observed on the nightside is not a permanent structure, rather it is a 
dynamic feature that develops and dissipates with the evolving flow field. 
4.2 Comparison with in situ data 
 Having examined the reproduction of the large-scale structure of Saturn's 
magnetosphere, we now explore the plasma parameters in the inner and middle 
magnetosphere, comparing the model output to Cassini data. The comparisons between 
simulation data and in situ observations below are only made possibly by both the use of 
a multifluid model, which allows differentiation between the properties of different ion 
fluids, and the incorporation of self-consistent neutral-cloud interactions, which 
dynamically evolves the local plasma variables in response to the production and 
transport of plasma. Figure 4.2 shows simulation results for density, pressure, and 
temperature in the equatorial plane of the two major ion fluids, protons and water group 
ions. The black lines represent the mean data, while the red bars represent the range of 
values at each radial location. The data have been averaged in both time and space, over 
approximately 4.25 Saturn rotations (45 hrs) with data sampled ten times per rotation,  
and radially along the noon-midnight and dawn-dusk meridians. We have overlaid the 
simulation results on the low-latitude, corotation field-of-view CAPS data from Thomsen 
et al. [2010] for comparison. The CAPS data are given as a function of L-shell. We 
restrict our comparison to CAPS data from passes where the instrument is pointed into 
the corotation field-of-view and when the spacecraft is at low latitudes in order to obtain 
the best representative comparison to our simulation results. 
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 Figures 4.2a and b show radial equatorial-plane density and pressure profiles of 
the protons and W+ ions. Proton density decreases exponentially as radial distance 
increases, in agreement with the CAPS data throughout the range of radial locations. In 
general, the simulation results are on the higher end compared to the instrument data, a 
consequence of needing to maintain a high enough densities inside of 3 RS to prevent 
extremely high Alfven speeds in this region (see Section 3.5). The simulated mean W+ 
density peaks at around 25-30 cm
-3





Figure 4.2 a) proton and b) W+ time-averaged radial density profiles at z = 0 overlaid on 






Figure 4.2 (continued) c) proton, d) W+, and e) total ion time-averaged radial pressure 




(    = 4 RS). The location of the peak is consistent with observations, while the density 
profile for r < 8 RS is in reasonable agreement with in situ data: somewhat lower than the 
mean CAPS values but within the bounds in situ data. Qualitatively, the simulation 
results show that W+ is the dominant ion species in the inner magnetosphere. The 
simulation and CAPS data are in excellent agreement outwards of 8 RS. 
 The simulated radial pressure profiles for protons, W+, and the total ion 
population (Figures 4.2b, c, and d) are likewise in excellent agreement with the CAPS 
 
 
Figure 4.2 (continued) f) proton and g) W+ time-averaged radial temperature profiles at  
z = 0 overlaid on CAPS data (by L-shell) from Thomsen et al. [2010] 
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data throughout the inner and middle magnetosphere. The proton pressure is in excellent 
agreement with spacecraft data, with values between 0.01-0.003 nPa observed throughout 
the inner and middle magnetosphere. W+ plasma pressure peaks at approximately 0.2 nPa 
in the vicinity of Enceladus' orbit, with a broad region where PW+ > 0.1 nPa extending 
between 4 RS < r < 9 RS. Consistent with observations, the simulation data clearly shows 
that W+ pressure dominates the total plasma pressure in the inner and middle 
magnetosphere. Ion temperatures are derived from the density and pressure data, 
assuming an ideal gas law relationship. The simulation temperature results (Figures 4f 
and g) are therefore also reasonably consistent with the CAPS data, with the W+ plasma 
data showing excellent agreement. Proton temperatures inside of r = 6 RS are lower than 
the observed values but this is expected, since the higher-than-average simulated proton 
densities in this region would act to depress the temperature. 
 Figures 4.3a and b show the magnetic pressure and electron temperature profiles 
respectively. Figure 4.3a is overlaid on the Rev 20 data from Kellett et al. [2011], which 
shows that our magnetic pressures are consistent with those measured by the MAG  
instrument early in the Cassini mission, further confirming that our model captures the  
overall conditions of Saturn's inner and middle magnetosphere. Figure 4.3b may be 
compared against inner-magnetosphere electron temperature data from Persoon et al. 
[2009], which shows that our electron temperatures are in good overall agreement with 
the observed values. This is of great importance to the accuracy of the updated model, as 
the electron temperature profile directly impacts the rate of plasma production due to 





 The final stage of validating the updated model is comparing the corotation lag 
exhibited by the simulation with results derived from CAPS data. Figure 4.4 shows the  
time-averaged (same interval as Figures 4.2 and 4.3) radial corotation lag (vφ/vcorot) 
profiles at dawn, noon, dusk, and midnight. Moderate supercorotation (vφ/vcorot < 1.2)  is 
evident between 7 RS < r < 12 RS at both midnight and dawn, but the rest of the inner and 
middle magnetosphere is subcorotational. Supercorotation at dawn may also be the result 
of intermittent high-speed return flows, based on findings from Masters et al. [2011].  
 
 
Figure 4.3 a) magnetic pressure and b) electron temperature time-averaged radial profiles 
at z = 0. Magnetic pressure data is overlaid on CAPS and MAG data for Cassini Rev 20 





Furthermore, when compared with CAPS data from Wilson et al. [2009], the lag 
exhibited by our model is similar (~10-20% between 5 RS < r < 10 RS at noon and dusk). 
The largely subcorotational magnetosphere, coupled with the presence of swept-back 
flow structures is strong qualitative evidence that the updated multifluid model is a valid 
representation of Saturn's magnetosphere. 
4.3 Summary of findings 
 We have compared the output of our updated multifluid model with published 
CAPS and MAG data from the Cassini prime mission, and have shown that the 
simulation is in good agreement with in situ data. In particular, the inner magnetosphere 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Corotation lag radial profiles at dawn (06:00 hrs SLT), noon (12:00 SLT), 
dusk (18:00 SLT) and midnight (24:00 SLT) 
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radial profiles from the model output exhibit a fidelity to instrument data that has thus far 
not been achieved by previous investigators, implying that the inclusion of plasma-





PLASMA PRODUCTION AND RADIAL TRANSPORT IN 
SATURN'S INNER AND MIDDLE MAGNETOSPHERE 
 
5.1 Water group plasma production 
 
 New plasma in Saturn's magnetosphere is produced primarily by electron-impact 
ionization and photoionization of the neutral cloud. In this section, we examine mass- and 
momentum-loading during southern hemisphere solstice. Figure 5.1 shows global W+ 
production due to electron-impact ionization over 45 hours of simulation time (4.25 
Saturn rotations) after the model has achieved equilibrium. The mean rate of plasma 
production due to electron-impact is 2.83×10
27
/s (~80.5 kg/s), approximately fifteen 
times the rate of production due to photoionization (1.92×10
26
/s, ~5.5 kg/s). The time-
variability of electron-impact ionization over this interval is relatively low, less than 5%. 
There have been a wide range of estimates for the total, globally integrated rate of mass-
loading based on analyses of Hubble Space Telescope and Cassini data, from as low 10 
 
 
Figure 5.1 W+ ion production rate (blue solid line is the instantaneous rate in blue solid 
line; cyan dashed line represents time-averaged rate over the displayed interval) 
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kg/s to as high as ~300 kg/s ([Jurac and Richardson, 2005; Sittler Jr et al., 2008; Cassidy 
and Johnson, 2010; Fleshman et al., 2010]). Our simulation results are thus consistent 
with observations, falling towards the lower end of this range. 
 Figure 5.2 shows an equatorial time sequence (z = 0) of the inner-magnetosphere 
electron temperature, electron-impact ionization frequency (υe, see section 2.2.1), and 
volumetric W+ production (   ) due to electron impact ionization for the interval    
17.22 hrs < t < 26.71 hrs UT (0.9 TS). The sphere in the center represents the inner 
boundary, while the white circle at r = 4 RS represents the location of Enceladus' orbit. 
The inner magnetosphere may be divided into two separate regions in terms of spatial and 
temporal variability in the rate of electron-impact ionization: r < 5 RS, where the 
variability in ionization rate is negligible, and r > 5 RS, where significant spatial and 
temporal variability exist. It is in the low-variability region (3 RS < r < 5 RS) where the 






), despite the low local 
impact-ionization frequency in this region (υe < 1 × 10
-5
/s). Since Te  < 10 eV in this 
region, only the sub-population of the tail of the thermal electron distribution is capable 
of ionizing the water group neutrals (Te > 13.2 eV), implying that the high plasma 
production in this region is due simply to the very high local electron and neutral 
densities. The radial extent of this maximal production region is consistent with 
observations, confirming that it is the thermal electrons that are responsible for the bulk 
of new plasma production from the neutral cloud. 
 Most of the variability occurs in the region r > 5 RS, with transient structures in 
the W+ production rate contours developing and dissipating over a matter of hours. An 





Figure 5.2 Equatorial time series (z = 0, looking down on Saturn's north pole) displaying 
(from L to R) electron temperature, electron impact ionization frequency, and W+ 
production rate for 0.9 Saturn rotations, a) 0 TS, b) 0.3 TS, c) 0.6 TS, d) 0.9 TS 
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0 TS (Figure 5.2a), which roughly corotates with the planet and then dissipates before 
reaching midnight prior to 0.3TS (Figure 5.2b). From Equation 10 and the fact that our 
neutral cloud representation is static, any variability that does arise must therefore be due 
to either changes in the local electron density or temperature. The dynamics of these 
features are therefore governed by the flows of warmer electrons (Te > 10 eV) from the 
middle magnetosphere. One example of this is effect of the band of warm electrons that 
has just moved into the inner magnetosphere at a distance of r = 10 RS at approximately 
06:00 hrs SLT in Figure 5.2b. This, together with sufficiently high electron density in this 
region, produces the increased ionization frequencies in this region at the same time step, 
which in turn produces a co-located and very pronounced "bulge" of increased ionization 
at 06:00 SLT. At 0.6 TS, this warm-electron region has advanced to approximately 15:00 
SLT, the region of increased electron impact frequency and ionization has dissipated as it 
passed through the dayside. We observe that the largest ionization frequencies tend to 
occur on Saturn's nightside, which corresponds with the dayside densities of the hotter 
electrons sourced from the middle and outer magnetosphere being somewhat lower.. 
Please refer to Figure A1.1 in Appendix A1 for an animation of Figure 5.2 over the given 
time interval. 
 Note that the electron impact-ionization frequencies υe shown in Figure 5.2 are 
derived from assuming the electron temperatures have a Maxwellian distribution and are 
isotropic (see section 3.4.1). There has been debate in the community about the role of 
hot electrons in producing plasma: the density of hot electrons in the inner-
magnetosphere, where neutral density peaks, is relatively low [Schippers et al., 2008], 
but the large ionization cross-sections that they produce may be sufficient to compensate 
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for this. In order to investigate the effects of hot electrons on ionization rates, we 
implemented a data-informed, constant  high temperature electron population in our 
model (Te = 200 eV). This hot population density was treated as a radially-dependent 
fraction of the overall electron population as a function of L-shell using a profile from 
Schippers et al. [2008]. We found that this simple representation of the hot population 
produced very few W+ ions compared to the thermal population, due to the fact that the 
hot electron density for r <  9 RS (where neutrals were most abundant) was extremely 
low. Since the effect of the increased ionization cross-sectional values of the hot 
population was unable to compensate sufficiently for its low abundance, we therefore 
neglected this phenomenon in our other model runs. 
5.2 Radial transport 
 While the global rate of production exhibits little overall variation, the radial 
transport of plasma is a highly dynamic process, with flow features rapidly developing 
and decaying on time-scales much shorter than the planetary rotation period. Kidder et al. 
[2009] described radial transport in terms of the evolution of "fingers" of outward-
flowing inner-magnetosphere plasma, using results from a version of the multifluid 
model featuring a constant source rate of new water group plasma. In this section, we 
present an updated description and analysis of this phenomenon using our model 
featuring self-consistent neutral cloud interactions. 
 We begin with a qualitative description of the radial outflow of water group 
plasma from the inner magnetosphere. Figure 5.3 is an equatorial time sequence showing 
the azimuthal and radial flow of the cold, dense inner magnetosphere W+ plasma, 
covering approximately the same time interval as Figure 5.2 with three times the 
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temporal resolution. The contours represent the plasma density, which peaks in a band 
extending between 3.5 RS > r > 5 RS, consistent with the region of highest W+ production 
(see Figure 4.3b). As in Figure 8, the inner circle represents the location of Enceladus' 
orbit, while the outer circle at r = 15 RS is relevant to the calculation of radial flux in the 
next section. The purple arrows show the radial component of the total (density-
weighted) plasma velocity. 
 Figure 5.3 shows that the outward flow of W+ plasma is a dynamic and highly 
variable process that operates primarily through the formation of outflow structures. 
These are regions of cold, higher-density, inner-magnetosphere W+ plasma which grow 
radially outwards over time. The radial velocity of plasma inside these regions is 
predominantly positive, thus transporting inner-magnetosphere plasma outwards. These 
structures are similar to the "fingers" described by Kidder et al. [2009], but with much 
greater azimuthal extent and exhibiting markedly different behavior as they evolve. The 
primary forces acting upon a mass-loaded flux tube are the magnetic field attempting to 
accelerate the plasma azimuthally and confine the plasma radially, and the outward 
centrifugal acceleration of the plasma, which is moving at speeds far in excess of 
Keplerian orbital velocities throughout most of Saturn's magnetosphere. Since the mass-
loading processes are continuous, the centrifugal stresses dominate the magnetic field's 
ability to confine the plasma, resulting in the radially-outward flow of W+ ions observed 
in the outflow regions of Figure 5.3. The continuous rate of W+ production also prevents 
the plasma from reaching corotation velocities, which therefore lags behind the planetary 
rotation rate. This effect is also evident in Figure 5.3, in which the outflow structures 
display a distinct "swept-back" morphology. The amount of lag increases with the age 
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and therefore radial extent of the structure, consistent with our earlier results on 
corotation lag (see Figure 4.4) showing the rate of corotation lag increasing with radial 
distance. While the dayside magnetopause (r ≈ 25 RS on the dayside in Figure 5.3, not 
shown) acts to radially confine the growing outflow structures, the inability of the 
magnetic field to arrest radial flow results in the outward-moving inner-magnetosphere 
plasma and their associated magnetic flux tubes eventually reconnecting and leaving the 
magnetosphere on the nightside, which is required to avoid inflating the plasma sheet 
indefinitely. While we do not track the location of reconnection, Figure 5.3 shows a 
stable region at approximately 21:00 hrs LT where the direction of radial flow changes 
from negative to positive between 15 RS < r < 18 RS. It is in this vicinity that we observe 
parcels of inner-magnetosphere plasma detaching and flowing tailward, strongly 
suggesting that this is how mass is shed from Saturn's inner magnetosphere. Finally, note 
that radial velocities are very small inside of 10 RS (absence of vector implies vr < 10 
km/s), and increase radially outwards of this region. This is consistent with findings 
obtained from CAPS observations, both from forward modeling plasma moments [Wilson 
et al., 2008] as well as  inference based on the statistics of hot injection regions [Chen et 
al., 2010]. 
 The behavior of the outflow structures themselves is highly complex. We 
therefore qualitatively describe the initiation, development, and destruction of these 
structures over this time period, focusing on four specific outflow regions that are 
denoted by the colored markers: Regions 1 (purple), 2 (green), 3 (red), and 4 (yellow). 
Each structure is identified and marked by inspection. The markers are therefore intended 
to provide qualitative information about the development of a given outflow finger, and 
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do not represent the trajectory of a given fluid parcel over the time sequence. At the 
beginning of the sequence (Figure 5.3a, 0 TS), Regions 1, 2, and 3 are visible, each at a 
different stage of development. Region 1 is at the beginning of its development, visible as 
a slight outward bulge of the main inner-magnetosphere plasma distribution. Centrifugal 
forces cause this structure to steadily grow in radial extent, with sweep-back signifying 
increasing corotation lag becoming apparent by 0.2 TS (Figure 5.3c), as the structure 
moves through the dawn-dusk meridian. Region 1 continues to grow radially as it rotates 
around the planet, until it is confined by the magnetopause on the dayside (Figure 5.3e-g, 
0.4-0.6 TS). Sweep-back continues to increase over this period, as shown by the long, 
rarefied tail extending from Region 1. By 0.9 TS (Figure 5.3j), the bulk of Region 1 has 
crossed the dawn-dusk meridian on the dusk side, and has grown to extend more than 25 
RS in the radial direction. Between 1.0 and 1.1 TS (Figures 5.3i-j), the distended Region 1 
enters the area of stable radial flow reversal at around 21:00 hrs LT described above, 
whereby the bulk of its plasma outside of 15 RS streams radially away from the planet. 
 The evolution of Region 1 may be viewed as typical of the lifecycle of an outflow 
structure: most begin to grow in the late midnight/early dawn sector, and lose much of 
their mass as they pass 21:00 LT. Region 2 (green), an outflow structure with well-
developed sweep-back in the dusk sector at 0 TS, develops in a similar manner, expiring 
between 0.3 and 0.4 TS having shed much of its mass. However, more complex behavior 
can arise as exhibited by Regions 3 and 4. At the beginning of the time sequence, Region 
3 (red) is already in the process of sweeping through the dayside sector. Unlike Region 1, 
this structure does not simply grow through increased radial extent and sweep-back, but 





























































































































































































flow area at 21:00 hrs SLT (Figure 5.3e-h), its plasma does not simply stream away, but 
instead detaches from the main inner-magnetosphere structure in a well-defined "bubble", 
shown distinctly in Figure 5.3i, which the local velocity field then advects in both the 
corotation and tailward directions, thus presenting an alternate route by which inner-
magnetosphere plasma may be lost. Region 3 exhibits yet another interesting behavior: 
while in the process of shedding the bubble of plasma, the swept-back portion of the 
outflow structure inside of r ≈ 16 RS persists. This then forms the nucleus of a new 
outflow structure, Region 4 (yellow), which then begins growing at 0.5 TS, before the 
bubble detaches from the main structure. For further clarity, please refer to Figure A1.2 
in Appendix A1 for a combined animation of the equatorial W+ density and electron 
temperature contours over this timer interval, showing how outflow structures evolve 
alongside injection fingers. 
 Having described in detail the evolution of radial outflow regions and how mass 
is shed from the inner magnetosphere, we now examine the mean and time-varying rates 
of radial W+ ion flux normal to Saturn's spin and dipole axes,    , shown in Figure 5.4a 
for the same interval over which we examined the rate of W+ production.     is derived 
from the multifluid output by calculating the flux of ions through the surface of a cylinder 
of radius r = 15 RS with an axis aligned with the rotational and dipole axes and 
symmetric across the equatorial plane (-4.5 < z < 4.5 RS): 
         
  
 
     
   
    
 (14) 
The use of a cylinder height of 9 RS allows us to compensate for both the finite thickness 





since out-of-plane velocities are significantly lower than in-plane velocities in the inner- 
and middle-magnetosphere region. 
 The mean outward radial flux at 15 RS is 4.79 × 10
27
/s over the given 45-hour 
time interval (136 kg/s), which is approximately within a factor of two of the 280 kg/s 
value obtained by Chen et al. [2010] from CAPS measurements. Compared to the rate of 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Radial number flux at r = 15 RS, over a) 4.25 TS, and b) 1.1 TS (same time 
interval as Figure 5.3) 
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W+ production, the variability of radial flux is much greater, with a maximum deviation 
from the mean of about 63%. This is consistent with the time sequence in Figure 5.3, 
which demonstrates the dynamic nature of the evolution of the outflow structures. Figure 
5.4b shows a subset of the total radial flux data corresponding to the Figure 5.3 time 
sequence. The dashed lines represent the radial fluxes for individual Saturn Local Time 
sectors: dawn (03:00-09:00 SLT), noon (09:00-15:00 SLT), dusk (15:00-21:00 SLT), and 
midnight (21:00-03:00 SLT). Note the peak at dawn between 18-21 hrs UT. This 
represents the outflow of Region 1 in Figure 5.3 as it moves through the dawn sector. The 
leading edge of this region enters the noon sector between 19 and 20 hrs UT, and exits 
after approximately 24 hrs UT. It is clear that the highest rate of outflow in Region 1 
occurs during its passage through the noon sector. This behavior is repeated by Region 4, 
which grows faster in the noon sector (26 hrs UT onwards) than it does in the dawn 
sector (24-27 hrs UT). Note that the rates of radial flow at r = 15 RS are substantially 
lower at dusk and midnight, with some inward flow apparent at dusk. This is consistent 
with our earlier results showing that most of the plasma in an outflow structure outside of 
r = 15 RS escapes in the vicinity of 21:00 SLT. 
 Since the total radial flux is the sum of the fluxes from each sector, we may infer 
that each peak in the total flux signal represents the development of a large outflow 
structure. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis of the total radial flux signal from 
Figure 5.4a reveals two strong frequencies, at 2.89 × 10
-5
 Hz (1.11/TS) and at 6.89 × 10
-5
 
Hz (2.63/TS), as shown in Figure 5.5.  We do not suggest that these frequencies are 
somehow related to the SKR frequencies that govern many periodic phenomena in 




evolution of outflow structures on these timescales. In the absence of longer intervals of 
data, we simply use them as a way to quantify the production of outflow regions. Thus, 
depending on the phase relationship between the two frequencies, our results show that 
outflow structures develop and shed mass at the approximate rate of 3.5/TS. However, 
there is considerable variability in this rate, which we infer both from the spread of 
frequencies in the FFT analysis and by inspection of Figure 5.4a. 
 We previously calculated an average combined rate of W+ production rate due to 
both electron-impact ionization and photoionization of the neutral cloud of 3.02 × 10
27
/s 
(85.9 kg/s). This is too low to account for the mean radial number flux of 4.79 × 10
27
/s 
(136.2 kg/s), which in turn implies an ionospheric source rate of 1.77 × 10
27
/s (50.3 kg/s). 
Combined with the mean mass of the plasma sheet, this allows us to calculate a  
 
 
Figure 5.5 Absolute value of Fourier coefficients in frequency space from FFT analysis 




characteristic residence time of W+ plasma in the inner magnetosphere plasma sheet. 
Integration over a cylindrical region extending -4.5 RS < z < 4.5 RS in height and with 





 kg). Incidentally, integration over the radial distance used by Chen et al. 
[2010] gives a mass of 2.7 × 10
7
 kg, once again approximately half their calculated value. 
Figure 5.6 thus shows the resulting conceptual model of inner-magnetosphere plasma 
transport:  mass enters the inner-magnetosphere plasma sheet from both the ionospheric 
source as well as through self-consistent ionization of the neutral cloud, flows through the 
plasma sheet, and is eventually lose through outflow structures. Assuming steady input 
and output at the mean values, the characteristic transport time over this interval would 
therefore be 116 hrs, or approximately 11 TS. 
 Having described in detail both the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the 
outward transport of inner magnetosphere plasma, we now discuss our simulation results 
on the injection of hot plasma into the inner magnetosphere  (described in section 1). 
 
 










2.01  1033  5%
(5.71  107 kg)
Outflow structures
4.79  1027/s 63%
(136.1 kg/s)
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Figure 12 shows equatorial electron temperature contours and radial flow vectors at 23.93 
hrs UT. Injections of hot plasma (Te > 30 eV) penetrating the inner magnetosphere are 
clearly visible between regions of strong outward radial flow which correspond to the 
outflow structures identified in Figure 5.3. This hot plasma mostly originates in the 
region between midnight and dawn, outside of r = 15 RS, and may be heated by 
reconnection events in this region. As these hotter regions move azimuthally around the 
planet, they also move radially inwards, driven by the     drift. The maximum 
penetration of the injections in our results is relatively shallow, with the fingers' radial 
motion stopping at r ≈ 10 RS, compared to in situ data which shows injections reaching 
between 5 RS < r < 10 RS [Burch et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2005; Mauk et al., 2005; Chen et 
al., 2010]. Moreover, the simulation also produces fewer fingers, with greater radial 
extent. Some of these issues may be because the maximum grid resolution in the inner 
and middle magnetosphere ranges between 0.25 and 0.5 RS, which likely restricts the 
minimum size of a developing injection. Please refer to Figure A1.2 in Appendix A1for a 
combined animation of equatorial W+ density contours and electron temperature over the 
above time interval. 
 To verify that the characteristics of the simulated injection fingers are similar to 
those observed by Cassini, we take a trajectory through one of the fingers in Figure 5.7, 
denoted by the arrow at r = 12.5 RS. This trajectory begins at 12:00 hrs SLT and 
terminates at 14:45 SLT, for a total arc length of 18 RS. The synthetic spectrograms from 
this trajectory for all ions, protons , and W+ ions are shown in Figures 5.8a- c while 
Figures 5.8d and e show the variation in magnetic pressure and radial plasma velocity. 
The dashed vertical lines denote the boundaries of the injection finger that intersects with 
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this arc (~12:45-14:30 SLT, determined by inspection). When compared to the CAPS 
data presented by Burch et al. [2005], Figure 5.8a exhibits similar qualitative trends, 
showing the presence of two distinct ion populations outside of the injection region. The 
lower energy component of both populations drops out inside the injection, leaving only 
hotter, low-density plasma sourced from the middle and outer magnetosphere. The 
individual spectra of the major ion constituents show that the lower-energy species is, as 
expected, the protons, with the higher energy species being the water group ions. Figure 





Figure 5.7 Equatorial electron temperature contours at 23.93 hrs UT (0.63 TS) 
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inside the injection region, in agreement with previous studies that have identified 
reduced magnetic pressures or total field strengths in flux tubes with hotter, lower-density 
 
 
Figure 5.8 Synthetic spacecraft data across injection finger shown in Figure 5.7, 
synthetic spectra for a) total plasma, b) protons, and c) W+ ions, d) magnetic pressure and 
e) radial velocity profiles across injection finger 
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plasma that are involved with the interchange process [André et al., 2005; Leisner et al., 
2005; André et al., 2007]. Finally, Figure 5.8e shows that radial flow inside and outside 
the injection region is predominantly inwards and outwards respectively, in accordance 
with our assertion that this structure is similar to injection fingers that have been observed 
in situ. Note that quantitatively, while the spectra and magnetic pressures in Figure 5.8  
are somewhat different from the CAPS and MAG results referred to above, they are fully 
consistent with the fact that our measurements are at a significantly greater radial 
distance (r = 12.5 RS vs. 5 < r < 10 RS for the available in situ data). 
5.3 Summary of findings 
 Our results show that the overall rate of water group plasma production is 
relatively steady in both time and space, with a mean rate of 86 kg/s, 92% of which is due 
to electron-impact ionization. Moreover, without considering more exotic electron energy 
distributions with heavier tails (e.g.: the Kappa distribution) , we find that a small hot 
population accounts for very little ionization, and that the vast majority of new W+ ions 
are produced by the thermal electron population inside a radial distance of 6 R¬S. 
Conversely, the radial flux rate is much more variable, depending on the development, 
growth, and destruction of outflow regions which transport inner-magnetosphere plasma 
radially outwards. The mean radial flux rate at 15 RS is 136 kg/s and displays variability 
exceeding 60%. The imbalance between the radial outflow and the mass produced from 
the neutral cloud is accounted for by an ionospheric source of W+ which is included to 
ensure that the model's computational performance is acceptable. The simulation also 
shows that the growth of outflow structures and how they shed mass is a complex and 
dynamic process. Outflow structures typically develop over the course of a single 
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rotation, and shed plasma when passing through 21:00 hrs SLT. The shed plasma 
typically flows radially away and down the tail, but may also flow azimuthally as well, 
depending on the time-varying local flow-field. The remnants of outflow structures from 
previous rotations can act as the nucleus of new structures. Most of the growth and 
inflation of these structures takes place as they sweep through the dawn and noon sectors.  
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CHAPTER 6 
IMPACT OF SEASONAL VARIABILITY ON SATURN'S 
MAGNETOSPHERE 
 
 In the previous chapter, we examined the production and radial transport of mass, 
processes with characteristic timescales on the order of the planet's rotation period (~10.6 
hrs) or less. We also introduced a second timescale, that of the radial transport of inner 
magnetosphere plasma (~100 hrs). A single Saturnian year lasts approximately 29.5 
years, with an aphelion of 10.1 AU, and a perihelion of 9 AU. Saturn's significant axial 
tilt (approx. 26°) combines with the close alignment of its magnetic dipole and rotational 
axes to produce marked seasonal variability over the course of an orbital period. This is 
most apparent in the change in curvature of the current sheet as the planet moves from 
equinox to solstice and back: the angle of attack (AOA - the effective angle between the 
dipole axis and the oncoming solar wind flow) varies from 0° at equinox, resulting in 
little to no curvature, to 26° at Northern and Southern solstice, when the magnetosphere 
is deformed into a "bowl" or "basin" shape [Arridge et al., 2008; Sergis et al., 2011]. In 
this chapter, we use the Saturn multifluid MHD to investigate the changes in 
magnetospheric morphology and dynamics that result from seasonal variation, expressed 
as a function of AOA. Model output is used to study the relationship of plasma sheet 
curvature with the solar wind AOA as a function of local time, as well as the implications 
of changes in plasma sheet curvature for production and transport of plasma in the inner 
and middle magnetosphere. 
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 The bowl morphology of Saturn's magnetosphere is well-established, and major 
modeling efforts have been successful in reproducing the curved plasma sheet [Hansen et 
al., 2005; Kidder et al., 2009]. We likewise demonstrated in Chapter 5 that the Saturn 
multifluid model, when modified with the inclusion of self-consistent plasma-neutral 
interactions, was likewise able to demonstrate the curved plasma sheet, as visualized in 
the dawn-dusk meridian (see Figure 4.1a). We now investigate the curvature of Saturn's 
plasma sheet as a function of both season (i.e.: AOA) and local time, using four radially 
symmetric planes as shown in Figure 6.1. Each plane is coincident with a specific 
meridian (i.e.: passes through Saturn's rotational axis) and is aligned with the following 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Schematic showing four meridional planes (red dashed arrows) along which 
plasma sheet position is calculated. Filled red circle represents starting point of each 
profile, arrowhead represents end. (1) pre-noon → pre-midnight, (2) noon → midnight, 
(3) pre-dusk → pre-dawn, (4) dusk → dawn. 
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local times: (1) pre-noon → pre-midnight [09:00 → 21:00 hrs SLT], (2) noon → 
midnight [12:00 → 24:00 SLT], (3) pre-dusk → pre-dawn [15:00 → 03:00 SLT], and (4) 
dawn → dusk [18:00 → 06:00 SLT]. We obtain the profile of the plasma sheet in a  
given plane by designating the largest value of        for every radial point rn along the 
length of the plane as the center of the sheet for -25 RS < r < 25 RS. 
 Figure 6.2 shows the resultant plasma sheet profiles for the magnetosphere at 
solstice (a, AOA = 26°), at AOA = 15° (b), and at equinox (c, AOA = 0°). The red solid 
lines show the mean position of the plasma sheet from a time interval of ~45 hrs the 
multifluid simulation output, while the blue solid lines show the mean position   2σ, and 
are thus represent the envelope within which 95% of all plasma sheet locations in z may 
be found. The dashed red lines represent an analytic solution for the shape of the 
magnetodisc from Arridge et al. [2008], reproduced below: 
               
 
  
          (15) 
    is the current sheet location in z, r is the radial distance from the rotation axis in the 
equatorial plane,      is the angle of attack, and RH is the hinging distance, a 
characteristic distance which determines at which radius the curvature becomes 
significant. Using Cassini MAG data from a series of trajectories reaching deep into the 
inner and middle magnetosphere (June 2004 - April 2006; 25° >      > 20°), Arridge et 
al. [2008] found that a value of RH = 29 RS gave the best prediction efficiency 
(percentage of correct identifications) for Equation 6.1, while Arridge et al. [2011a] 
found that 16 RS < RH < 32 RS. Note that the value from Arridge et al. [2008] is intended 
to encompass data over a range of AOA values and local times, while the range includes 




which is beyond the scope of this investigation (see section 2.4). Note also that there 
exists a broad range of RH values for which prediction efficiency is greater than 90%. We 
have thus chosen an RH value for each half of each meridional profile in Figure 6.2 (i.e.: 
for r < 0 and r > 0), selected by inspection based on how closely it matched the model 
results for mean plasma sheet at solstice, shown in Table 3. We use the Arridge et al. 
[2008] analytic formulation for three primary reasons: 1) to quantify the  
dependence of hinging distance and therefore the degree of curvature of the plasma sheet 
with local time, 2) to provide a comparison between simulation data and observations 
within a range of RH values with high prediction efficiencies for in situ data, and 3) to 
enable comparison of model results for different seasonal conditions. We note that the RH 
values selected by inspection in Table 6.1 all have prediction efficiencies > 90%. 
 Figure 6.2a shows that the plasma sheet curvature, or "bowl" morphology is very 
pronounced at most local times, with the greatest curvature (smallest radius of curvature) 
most pronounced on the dayside (06:00-18:00 hrs SLT). This is likely due to the direct 
effect of the solar wind exerting a northward stress on the southern bow-side 
magnetopause at this angle of attack. Note, however, that the mean plasma sheet profile 
at midnight exhibits a noticeable negative (southwards) curve. In this case, we have 
mirrored the analytic profile from Equation 6.1 in the x-y plane in order to approximate  
Table 3 Hinging distances for each half of the four meridional plasma sheet profiles 
(see Figure 6.1) 
 
Profile RH(r  < 0) [RS] RH(r  > 0) [RS] 
(1) pre-noon → pre-midnight 15 45 
(2) noon → midnight 19 [-]30 
(3) pre-dusk → pre-dawn 22 20 





the model output. This southward mean curvature is unusual compared to the overall 
northward curving morphology, but it is important to note the plasma sheet is a dynamic  
structure, and has been observed to exhibit behavior such as "flapping" (northward and 
southward periodic motion [Arridge et al., 2011a]) which results in excursions of the  
 
 
Figure 6.2 a) Plasma sheet curvature at southern hemisphere solstice (AOA = 26°). Red 
and blue lines represent simulation output mean position and 2σ envelope respectively, 




plasma sheet south of the rotational equator. We will resume our discussion of the 
southward curvature at midnight in section 6.2, when we describe the dynamics of the 
plasma sheet. Inspection of the 2σ envelopes at each local time shown in Figure 6.2a 
reveals that the greatest variability in plasma sheet location is on the dayside, specifically 
between 09:00 and 15:00 hrs SLT. This may be due to the motion of the bow-side  
 
 




magnetopause, when the inward and outward moving boundary causes the curvature of 
the plasma sheet behind it to intensify or abate. We direct the reader to Figure A2.1 in 
Appendix A2 with an animation of the magnetosphere in the x-z plane showing how the 
moving magnetopause affects the plasma sheet curvature. Interestingly, there is also 
 
 
Figure 6.2 (continued) c) Plasma sheet curvature at equinox (AOA = 0°) 
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substantial variability in the midnight plasma sheet, with extreme positions ranging from 
slight positive curvature to extreme negative curvature.  
The range of motion at midnight is significantly larger than at the local time profiles on 
either side (21:00 and 03:00 hrs SLT). 
 The effect of reducing AOA from solstice to equinox values (26° to 0°) is visible 
in Figures 6.2b and c. While Figure 6.2 is based on ~45 hours of data for all AOA values, 
we emphasize that the increased smoothness of the profiles at equinox and solstice is due 
to the increased frequency of model output (3× of the output at 15° AOA), and therefore 
a greater number of data files that were averaged to obtain the mean profiles. Taking that 
into account, we nevertheless see that Figure 6.2b (AOA = 15°) exhibits the reduced 
curvature at all local times, while the plasma sheet is largely flat at all local times in 
Figure 6.2c (equinox), consistent with observations that the curvature of the bowl 
morphology decreases as Saturn transitions from solstice to equinox. Both figures also 
show that the regions of greatest variability in plasma sheet location remain the same 
(dayside and at midnight), suggesting that the processes that cause increased plasma sheet 
motion at these local times remain present regardless of changing AOA. We also note 
that the analytic prediction for plasma sheet morphology falls well within the variability 
envelope for all local times at both equinox and 15° AOA, but it is also clear that 
solutions with numerous values for hinging distance would satisfy the model outputs, and 
hence that the hinging distances may change significantly during Saturn's orbit. 
Interestingly, the best match between the analytic solution and the model observations is 
found along the dusk-dawn meridian. In both cases, we also see that there is a southwards 
deflection of the plasma sheet at midnight. 
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 6.2 Nightside plasma sheet dynamics 
 In the previous section we saw that, while the mean plasma sheet curvature 
decreases with AOA, the sheet moves through a wide range of motion at all seasons. We 
now investigate the instantaneous morphology of the plasma sheet and examine how it 
behaves over time for both southern solstice and equinox. We restrict ourselves to the 
nightside plasma sheet in box 2 of our simulation domain (0 < x < 25 RS, -25 < y < 25 RS, 
-12.5 < z < 12.5 RS), since this magnetopause does not encroach in this region, and thus 
allows the plasma sheet to be easily defined as those points with the largest W+ densities. 
It is important to understand that simulations are invaluable to understanding the global 
motion of the plasma sheet: the nature of spacecraft data means that investigators are only 
able to examine events along a trajectory, and therefore cannot easily relate them to 
phenomena occurring in other regions of the magnetosphere, whereas our model results 
can provide instantaneous snapshots of how the plasma sheet structure evolves in time. 
 Figure 6.3 shows two such instantaneous snapshots at solstice and equinox, 
exhibiting the typical nightside plasma sheet morphologies during both seasons. The 
plasma sheet is bounded on the northern and southern edges by the purple surfaces, the 
red lines represent the magnetic field inside the magnetosphere, and the contours 
represent the proton pressure in the x-y, x-z, and y-z planes. The instantaneous plasma 
sheet is extremely flat inside of r = 10 RS at both equinox and solstice, consistent with 
Figure 6.2 which shows that the mean sheet is essentially flat and exhibits very little 
variability inside of this distance. Outside of 10 RS, the nightside plasma sheet displays a 







Figure 6.3 Proton pressure contours and instantaneous nightside plasma sheet 
morphology at a) solstice (UT = 33.83 hrs), and b) equinox (UT = 24.64 hrs) 
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morphology at solstice is readily discerned, while the equinox plasma sheet is clearly 
moving around a flat mean position. 
 While the instantaneous plasma sheet morphologies are in good agreement with 
the in situ data and mean simulation output, it is necessary to examine a time sequence in 
order to understand the motion of this structure. Therefore, we present Figures 6.4 and 
6.5, showing equatorial (x-y) time sequences of the plasma sheet at solstice and equinox 
respectively. As before, the contours represent proton pressure (see Figure 6.3 for color 
bar) while the nightside plasma sheet is denoted by the purple surface. Each sequence is 
approximately 0.17 TS in duration, approximately the same as the timescale for plasma 
sheet motion depicted in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. An advantage of examining the nightside 
plasma sheet in the equatorial plane is that when the plasma sheet dips below the  
equatorial plane (z = 0), it shows up as a "gap" in the structure, allowing for easy 
identification of vertical motion. 
 At 0 TS (Figure 6.4a), the solstice plasma sheet maintains a morphology similar to 
Figure 6.3a (i.e.: flat inside of r = 10 RS, northward curvature and rugose texture outside 
of this distance). There is a noticeable southward excursion of the sheet at approximately 
19:00 hrs SLT and r = 20 RS. This localized feature is typical of many northward and 
southward excursions that occur at all local time sectors, are greater in amplitude than the 
typical rugose texture of the plasma sheet, and which grow and dissipate on the timescale 
of a few hours. Moreover, these features also tend to move azimuthally around Saturn, in 
approximate corotation with the planet, accounting for the local lag (see section 4.2, 
Figure 4.4). Over the course of the next 1.42 hrs (Figure 6.4e, 0.13 TS), this region of the 




Figure 6.4 Equatorial time series of nightside plasma sheet motion at solstice over 0.18 
Saturn rotations, a) 0 TS , b) 0.033 TS , c) 0.067 TS , d) 0.1 TS, e) 0.133 TS , f) 0.167 TS 
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are transient: they are formed and then move across the surface of the plasma sheet for a 
few hours before dissipating. They are thus likely due to fluctuations in the local 
magnetic field and plasma population. Any periodic perturbations would therefore be 
imposed on this motion (see section 2.4). 
 The formation and dissipation of a much larger and more localized southward 
excursion of the solstice plasma sheet is visible in the vicinity of midnight in Figure 6.4 
(b-e). Unlike the previous case, this motion is strongly confined to 23:00-01:00 SLT and 
r > 10 RS, and involves a large-scale southward deflection of the plasma sheet below the 
z = 0 [equatorial] plane followed by a northward recovery, a motion that may be 
described as "flapping". The midnight plasma sheet dips below the equatorial plane at 
0.033 TS, reaching as far southward as z = -2 RS (see Figure A2.2 in Appendix A2 for y-z 
plane view of solstice plasma sheet at 0.033 TS), and remains there for just over 0.1 TS 
before recovering northwards. We note that this is roughly co-incident with a short period 
of increased plasma x-velocities in the vicinity. However, our examination of numerous 
southward excursions of the midnight plasma sheet has revealed no specific combination 
of local plasma or magnetic field conditions that correlate specifically with these events. 
 Figure 6.5 shows that the plasma sheet at equinox experiences largely similar 
behavior. The sheet exhibits the same rugose texture in the middle and outer 
magnetosphere, while there are larger southwards excursions at all local times on the 
nightside (e.g.: at 21:00 and 03:00 SLT in Figure 6.5). There is also a notably persistent 
southward deflection of the plasma sheet in the vicinity of midnight, which remains 
confined to this region and does not corotate the planet. Like the similar feature observed 




Figure 6.5 Equatorial time series of nightside plasma sheet motion at equinox over 0.18 
Saturn rotations, a) 0 TS , b) 0.033 TS , c) 0.067 TS , d) 0.1 TS, e) 0.133 TS , f) 0.167 TS 
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moving northward again, similar to the "flapping" motion observed at solstice. The 
overall duration of this motion is generally a few hours, but it does not display obvious 
periodicities. Note that those southward excursions at solstice that cross the z = 0 plane 
would necessarily have to be larger than what would be required at equinox. However, an 
inspection of the nightside plasma sheet in the y-z plane reveals that both those 
deflections at midnight as well as those that are visible at other local times tend to be of 
the same size (see Figure A2.3 in Appendix A2 for y-z plane view of equinox plasma 
sheet at 0.133 TS). 
 While the plasma sheet is always in motion for r > 10 RS, the rugose texture in 
this region remains at both seasonal extremes, and is similarly absent inside this distance. 
Furthermore, it is clear that in qualitative terms, the dynamics of the plasma sheet at 
either seasonal extreme remain unchanged, except for the overall mean curvature that is  
present at solstice. Finally, the mean southward curvature of the plasma sheet at midnight 
discussed in section 6.1 appears to be the result of highly confined an intermittent 
"flapping" of the plasma sheet in this region, which results in mean deflection of the 
plasma sheet below the equatorial plane in the vicinity of this local time, thus disrupting 
the "bowl" morphology. However, southward excursions of the plasma sheet during 
southern solstice is a well-established observation, though these are due to the oscillation 
of the plasma sheet related to Saturn's periodicities [Arridge et al., 2011a]. These 
midnight excursions are occasionally associated with accelerated tailward flows in the 
immediate vicinity, but are generally do not correlated with a specific magnetic 
configuration or plasma distribution. Note that "flapping" generated by Saturn's 
magnetospheric periodicities will be imposed on the plasma sheet motion that has been 
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described in this section, and thus may either mask or completely override the 
phenomena observed here. 
6.3 Inner magnetosphere plasma production and transport 
6.3.1 Global W+ production 
 The dynamics of the plasma sheet tell us how Saturn's magnetosphere responds 
globally to changes in season, since the curvature of the plasma sheet in turn determines 
the overall curvature of the magnetosphere. In this section use our model results to 
examine whether the overall curvature of the plasma sheet qualitatively or quantitatively 
affects the mass-loading and radial transport processes in the inner and middle 
magnetosphere. Figure 6.6 shows global W+ production in Saturn's magnetosphere at a 
range of different AOA values spanning equinox to southern solstice. The blue dots 
represent the mean global W+ production rates over at least 40 hours (~4 TS) once the 
individual simulations have reached a quasi-equilibrium state (determined by inspection), 
the bars represent the 2σ envelope (i.e.: mean   2σ; 95% of all results fall within 
envelope), and the red line is the result of a least-squares regression through the mean 
values. The raw data (global W+ production vs. t line plots) are included in Appendix A2 
for reference (Figure A2.4). 
 Figure 6.6 shows that there indeed appears to be a positive correlation between 
AOA and the global W+ production rate (correlation coefficient between AOA and 
production rate ~0.73). However, the least squares regression line suggests that the 
relationship is not particularly strong, with Saturn's orbital position only weakly 
influencing the mean rate of W+ production. We also observe that the range of variability 




production rate at a given AOA value. The overlap in ranges is such that it is not clear if 
the two quantities are related linearly or by some other function. Moreover, it is also 
important to remember that we have obtained these results by running with steady solar 
wind and IMF conditions for several tens of hours in order to reach equilibrium, which 
removes the effects of upstream perturbations on the magnetosphere. The in situ data 
show that the solar wind dynamic pressure and density at Saturn, as well as the IMF 
orientation, are constantly changing. These fluctuations, combined with the time delay 
required for these disturbances to travel into the inner magnetosphere and produce an 
effect, would therefore make it extremely difficult to determine if this trend holds from in 
 
 
Figure 6.6 Global W+ production vs. AOA 
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situ data. For confirmation, we ran the equinox case with antiparallel IMF for several 
rotations to see if this produced measurable changes in production rate. After running the 
simulation for a period of approximately 2.5 TS after reversing the IMF, we found that the 
mean value of global production was 2.58 × 10
27
/s, with a 2σ range 2.45   10
27
/s < 
production < 2.70 × 10
27
/s. While the mean value is very close to the corresponding case 
in Figure 6.6, the range of variability is larger, showing both that a change in external 
conditions does indeed produce fluctuations, and that rapid changes in upstream 
conditions would likely prevent the magnetosphere from settling to an equilibrium that 
would allow this trend to be discerned from the Cassini instrument data. 
6.3.2 Water group plasma radial transport 
 Unlike the previous correlation between AOA and W+ production rate, there 
appears to be no such relationship between AOA and the radial flux at r = 15 RS, shown 
in Figure 6.7. As in the previous Figure, the blue dots and bars represent the mean and 2σ 
envelope of variability, while the red dashed line is a least squares fit to the mean value. 
The mean values at all AOA's are approximately similar, but the range of mean values is 





/s, or 114-156 kg/s; approx. 30%). We obtained a correlation coefficient of 
~0.06, almost zero, confirming that there is no statistical relationship between these two 
quantities, which is also reflected by the insignificant slope of the linear regression line. 
The overall range of variability is large and comparable across AOA values, which is to 
be expected, as this is a function of the temporal and spatial variability of the initiation 
and evolution of outflow structures, which is in turn highly dependent on local plasma 




between radial transport in the inner and middle magnetosphere and Saturn's orbital 
position. The raw W+ radial flux vs. time data for these intervals are included in 
Appendix A2 for reference (Figure A2.5). 
 An FFT analysis of the radial flux data for the range of AOAs in Figure 6.7 
reveals that while there is a certain range of frequencies that is prominent at several AOA 
values (0.2-0.4 × 10
-4
 Hz), there is no overall trend to the frequency spectra (see 
Appendix A2, Figure A2.7). This suggests that there are no underlying fundamental 
frequencies at which outflow structures develop and shed mass over the timescales that 
we have simulation data for (i.e.: different ranges would yield different spectra depending 
on the local conditions controlling the development of outflow structure), or that longer 
 
 
Figure 6.7 Radial W+ flux at r = 15 RS vs. AOA 
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runs comprising several transport periods (Ttrans ~ 100 hrs, see section 5.2) are required to 
obtain sufficient data for statistically significant results. Using the range of simulation 
data available, we conclude that it is unlikely that the frequencies of outflow structures 
are related to the fundamental periodicities observed in Saturn's magnetosphere. Figure 
A2.6 in Appendix A2 shows an animation of the equatorial W+ density and electron 
temperature contours at equinox to further illustrate that there are few differences in 
qualitative terms between the evolution of outflow structures at equinox and solstice 
(compare to Figure A1.2). 
6.3.3 Comparison of radial profiles 
 As we have established that the plasma sheet is largely flat inside of r = 10 RS, the 
correlation of W+ production with AOA must be due to second order effects that are not 
directly related to plasma sheet curvature. Figure 6.8 shows radial profiles of electron 
temperature as well as proton and water group ion density at z = 0 (equatorial plane) in 
order to understand what might be driving this trend. The equinox data (blue and green) 
are overlaid on the solstice data from Figures 4.2 and 4.3 (see Section 4.1), and show the 
mean values and the envelope containing 95% of all observations. To a first 
approximation, the mean profiles and envelopes for r < 10 RS at both solstice and 
equinox are very similar, showing that the inner magnetosphere is not strongly affected 
by seasonal variability, in agreement with our previous statements. The greatest deviation 
from occurs for r > 10 RS in the proton and W+ density profiles, but this is due solely to 
the plasma sheet curvature: we expect to find higher densities in the z = 0 plane at 






Figure 6.8 Radial profiles of at z = 0 (from top to bottom) electron temperature, proton 
density, and W+ density at equinox (blue lines [mean] and green bars [mean   2σ]) and 
solstice (black lines and red bars) 
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so the highest plasma densities would therefore no longer be displaced from z = 0 as they 
would be for AOA ≠ 0°. 
 However, changing curvature outside of r = 10 RS cannot account for changes in 
the global ionization rate, since the density of neutrals outside this distance is negligible. 
Moreover, the electron temperature, which determines the impact-ionization cross section 
is close to identical at equinox and solstice, suggesting that this is not driving the trend 
seen in Figure 6.6. The same is true for the proton density, but at equinox for r < 8 RS, we 
do see a small decrease in the mean W+ density. Since our electron density is treated as 
the sum of the ion densities (to ensure quasi-neutrality), this small decrease seen at 
equinox may be what is driving the change in global ionization rate with AOA. However, 
this is a very small difference, and well within the envelopes of variability. It may thus be 
very difficult to discern this effect from the in situ data from Cassini. 
6.4 Summary of findings 
 In terms of overall morphology, the results of the updated multifluid model 
incorporating plasma-neutral interactions accurately reproduces the mean curvature of 
Saturn's plasma sheet at solstice and, while the decrease in curvature with decreasing 
AOA is in good agreement with the analytic formulation from Arridge et al. [2008]. The 
plasma sheet is highly dynamic at all local times, with the greatest variability presenting 
at the dayside. The characteristic timescale of small-scale northward-and-southward 
plasma sheet motion is on the order of minutes to hours, while the overall dynamics of 
the plasma sheet do not change appreciably from solstice to equinox. An interesting 
deviation from the mean profile is found at midnight, where the mean plasma sheet 
curves consistently southwards at all AOAs (southward curvature decreases with AOA). 
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Our investigation of the plasma sheet dynamics reveals that the plasma sheet in the 
vicinity of midnight experiences substantial "flapping" motions which drive the sheet into 
the southern hemisphere most of the time. These southward excursions are sometimes but 
not always associated with accelerated tailward plasma flows in the same region. 
 While there is a weak but discernible dependence of global W+ production rate on 
AOA, there is no such relationship between radial flux and AOA. We conclude that 
Saturn's orbital position is not a strong driver of internal dynamics, especially in the inner 
and middle magnetosphere. This is reasonable, since both the mean and instantaneous 
plasma sheet morphologies across all AOA values tested in this chapter show that the 
sheet is essentially flat in the inner magnetosphere. As such, radial transport and mass- 
and momentum-loading are not significantly affected by changes in AOA. There may be 
second order effects (e.g.: whether injections of hot, outer-magnetosphere plasma change 
with AOA, thus changing the inner magnetosphere plasma temperature), but the current 
state of the model and our resolution limitations preclude our investigating some of these 
effects (see section with injection analysis). Moreover, we have also shown that 
perturbations in upstream conditions are at least as important in producing changes in 
behavior as seasonal changes. This means that while certain trends (e.g.: the seasonal 
variability of W+ production) may be extracted from simulation data, and may 
furthermore accurately reflect how the magnetosphere behaves under steady conditions, 
they are unlikely to be extracted from in situ data due to the fact that the upstream 
conditions are constantly changing. In effect, beyond the broad morphological changes 
due to the changing angle of attack over Saturn's orbit, we find that there is little evidence 
of seasonal variability in Saturn's magnetospheric dynamics.  
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CHAPTER 7 
MULTIFLUID INVESTIGATION OF SATURN'S MAGNETOTAIL 
 
 We now discuss the results of a short exploratory study of the dynamics of 
Saturn's magnetotail using the updated multifluid model. In chapter 2 we described the 
two major processes that affect the magnetotails of rotationally-driven magnetospheres, 
the Vasyliunas and Dungey cycles (see section 2.4). We focus first on the Vasyliunas 
cycle, examining the flow of water group ions in Saturn's magnetotail with an emphasis 
on the spatial distribution of W+ flows as well as the rate at which mass is lost downtail.  
We then briefly describe a plasmoid observed by a virtual spacecraft placed downtail at 
midnight and slightly above the mean plasma sheet location (  = [40, 0, 2] RS), the 
characteristics of which could be ascribed to either the Dungey or Vasyliunas cycles. All 
results in this chapter come from a simulation with steady solar wind conditions, where 
AOA = 0° (equinox), and the IMF is antiparallel to the magnetic field at the bow of the 
magnetopause (     = [0, 0, 0.25] nT), thus allowing reconnection on the dayside. We 
chose the equinox viewing geometry as it ensures that any plasmoids produced will 
largely remain in the equatorial plane of our simulation grid, simplifying visualization. 
7.1 Water group plasma loss down the magnetotail 
 The highly dynamic behavior and rapid motion of plasmoids makes them very 
difficult to visualize, especially if one attempts to obtain time series showing the 
development of an individual plasmoid. Like those of all previous modeling studies, the 
plasmoids from our simulation results all have a flux-rope geometries. Figures 7.1a and b 




Figure 7.1 Snapshot of developing flux rope plasmoid (red field lines) overlaid on 
planetary field (blue field lines), H+ pressure contours, and total plasma velocity, a) 
equatorial view, b) rotated meridional view (60° rotation in z in corotation direction) 
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Saturn's magnetosphere. Such flux ropes form, reconnect, and flow downtail 
continuously in the dusk sector. The curled loop structure of the evolving plasmoid is 
visible in both Figures 7.1a and b, with the axis of the center of the plasmoid 
approximately parallel to the x-axis. The axes of the pre-midnight plasmoids produced by 
our simulation are found at various orientations, but are generally aligned with or close to 
the x-y plane. Figure 7.1b shows that the developing flux rope is enclosed by closed field 
lines originating from the planet, suggesting that this is an example of closed flux 
reconnection, and thus part of the Vasyliunas cycle [Vasyliunas, 1983]. Note that the 
velocity in the vicinity of the flux rope is predominantly in the positive x direction, 
implying that the plasmoid is being advected tailward. 
  Given our examination of the evolution of outflow structures and the manner in 
which they shed mass as they pass through the vicinity of 21:00 hrs SLT (see section 5.2, 
Figure 5.3), we thus expect that plasmoids formed due to closed-flux reconnection 
between dusk and midnight are responsible for transporting W+ plasma created in the 
inner magnetosphere downtail. In order to confirm this, we present Figure 7.2, showing a 
time sequence of the mass flux of water group plasma in the x-direction on the y-z plane 
(looking Sunwards) at three locations along the magnetotail, x = 20, 30, and 40 RS. Note 
the presence of the dusk magnetopause boundary at x = 20 RS on the far left of the image, 
which is absent at x = 30 and 40 RS due to the flaring of the magnetopause. The flow of 
water group plasma is highly confined spatially, such that W+ flows downtail only in the 
pre-midnight sector along the plasma sheet (i.e. y < 0,     < 10 RS). If we examine a 
single time step we find that the morphologies of the W+ flow structures at each x 



























































































































Figure 7.2c (0.8 TS), the downtail W+ flow can be separated into two regions, one that is 
very thin in z immediately before midnight, and another extending to the dusk 
magnetopause where the flow is less confined, with both regions being separated by a 
gap at y ≈ -25 RS. The flow structure evolves in time, with the morphology changing on a 
timescale of tens of minutes to hours. Over the course of the 0.8 TS sequence shown in 
Figure 7.2, the downtail flow at x = 20 RS evolves from a single structure at 0 hrs UT to 
the bifurcated structure at 8.48 UT described above. Despite the seeming self-similarity at 
any given time step, it is unlikely that these structures stretching tens of Saturn radii 
downtail are large plasmoids or flux ropes. They may instead be composed of trains of 
plasmoids ranging from those of a similar size to the flux rope in Figure 7.1 to ones that 
are smaller than our simulation can resolve in this region. In order to better illustrate the 
dynamic and evolving nature of the tailward W+ flow, we have included an animation of 
this process in section A3 of the appendix (see Figure A3.1). 
 Figure 7.3 shows the time-averaged linear W+ mass flux across the y-axis, 
obtained by integrating over the entire duration of the model output (~35 hrs, or 3.4 TS) 
and then over z. This plot is essentially a proxy for the time-averaged flow along the 
plasma sheet, and is in broad agreement with the previous figure. Moreover, Figure 7.3 
also shows that not only is the downtail W+ flow concentrated in the pre-midnight sector, 
but the bifurcation of the flow seen in Figure 7.2c is typical of the flow field in this 
region, with the greater flow rate found in the segment that is further away from midnight 
(y < -12 RS). On average, the post-midnight sector contains planetward flows, which are 
much smaller in magnitude. The decrease in the mean linear mass flux with increasing x 




side magnetopause boundary is outside the frame of the images in Figure 7.2, thus the 
downtail W+ transport in this region would not be included in our calculation. 
 By also integrating across y for the entire available duration of the simulation we 
obtain the mean W+ mass flux at each x location in Figure 7.2: 138 kg/s at x = 20 RS, 125 
kg/s at x = 30 RS, and 110 kg/s at x = 40 RS. These values are in reasonable agreement 
with the range of rates of radial transport that we calculated in Section 6.3.2.  In Figure 
7.4, we show the results of integrating the total x-direction W+ mass flux at every time 
step, which gives an instantaneous value for mass flux through each plane over the 
interval under consideration. Consistent with our observations about the variability in 
radial flux rate at r = 15 RS from Section 6.3.2, we find that the total rate of mass flux at 
each x location is also highly variable, with maximum values several times that of the  
 
 




time-averaged values stated above. This is consistent with a process is highly dependent 
on the local plasma and magnetic field conditions, which is the case both with the 
initiation and evolution of the outflow structures, as well as the development and 
shedding of plasmoids. Figure 7.4 is annotated with the numbers 1 to 4, which indicate 
four specific events where the tailward mass flux spikes above the mean. The self-
similarity that we discussed earlier means that the spike is visible at all three x locations, 
and is delayed in time with increasing tailward distance. We have used these delays, read 
as the time between the peaks at x = 20 and 40 RS, as an approximation for the travel time 
which enables us to calculate transport velocities, if these structures are indeed indicative 
of the tailward flow of a series of small-scale plasmoids. We therefore obtain pre-dusk 
plasmoid velocities of approximately 190 km/s, which is significantly slower than the 
large-scale loop plasmoids observed in the post-midnight sector by Cassini (~800 km/s, 
 
 





Jackman et al. [2014]). This may be due to the smaller size of these plasmoids, as the 
dipolarization and acceleration during reconnection would be less energetic as plasmoid 
size decreases. 
7.2 Plasmoid properties 
 Plasmoids are generally identified using their magnetic field characteristics. As 
we discussed in Section 2.4.3, there are specific magnetic field signatures for flux ropes 
and loops. In this section, we examine data from a virtual spacecraft placed in the 
midnight magnetotail in order to confirm that we are able to characterize the plasmoid 
from magnetic field and plasma data. Figure 7.5 shows the particular flux rope of interest, 
while the position of the virtual spacecraft is denoted by the blue star (x = [40,0,2] RS). 
The developing flux rope itself is the tightly-wound loop structure in the vicinity of 
midnight extending from x = 35 to 55 RS, marked by the black circle. This structure is 
larger than the plasmoid in Figure 7.1 by a factor of two or three, making this a large 
plasmoid of the scale studied by Jackman et al. [2014]. The flux rope has been evolving 
prior to the time step depicted in Figure 7.5, but still remains attached to the planet. The 
axis of symmetry across the flux rope is lies in the x-y plane, as is the case for most of the 
large-scale flux ropes observed in this region. The scale and evolution of these plasmoids 
is reminiscent of the time series presented in Kidder et al. [2012]. 
 We present the data from the virtual spacecraft in the stack plot in Figure 7.6, 
showing how the perturbation magnetic field strength     and the z-component of the 
magnetic field Bz (i.e.: minus the dipole field values), and the number densities of protons 
and W+ ions,     and    , vary at the spacecraft location. The dashed lines show the 




plasmoid, we rely on a number of indicators, specifically a drop in total magnetic field 
strength, the turning a specific magnetic field component, and an increase in plasma 
density (see Section 2.2.2). The event occurring between 4.5 and 6 hrs UT in Figure 7.6 
satisfies all these criteria, with a 50% drop in the perturbation magnetic field strength, a 
turning in the perturbation Bz component, and a 50% increase over the local mean density  
 
Figure 7.5 Equatorial view of flux rope plasmoid at 5.30 hrs UT (developing flux rope 




of both W+ and protons. However, whether this flux rope is part of the Vasyliunas or 
Dungey cycle is ambiguous, as its location is such that it could be due to either process, 
and the relative abundances of protons and water group ions do not uniquely indicate if it 





Figure 7.6 Virtual spacecraft data output vs. UT 
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7.3 Summary of findings 
 Our brief investigation of the dynamics of Saturn's magnetotail has revealed that 
most of the water group plasma flows anti-Sunward in the pre-midnight sector of the 
plasma sheet. This flow is highly variable but nevertheless continuous. Combined with 
the creation of small-scale flux rope plasmoids in the pre-midnight sector, this suggests 
that the Vasyliunas cycle at Saturn is completed by a stream of small-scale plasmoids 
which are formed from constant closed-flux reconnection and are then advected 
tailwards. Quantification of the tailward flow of W+ reveals excellent agreement with the 
radial flux rates calculated in Chapter 5, and exhibits similarly high variability. It is clear 
that for tailward distances up to x = 40 RS, most of the water group plasma remains in the 
magnetotail, with potential loss mechanisms (e.g.: through the dusk-side magnetopause 
by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability) either not proving important in this region, or 
occurring on scales that are too small to resolve with the multifluid model. 
 We have also shown that the updated multifluid model with plasma-neutral 
interactions produces large-scale flux rope plasmoids in vicinity of midnight and in the 
post-midnight sector similar to those of previous investigators. Virtual spacecraft data 
revealed that the passage of a plasmoid can be discerned using well-established criteria. 
While these plasmoids are not of the loop type observed at Saturn by Cassini, they are an 
important signature of the Vasyliunas and Dungey cycles. This lays the foundation for 
future studies that will examine how to differentiate between plasmoids produced by 
either open or closed flux reconnection from the model results, and therefore determine 
how plasmoid content, size, and morphology varies depending on which their role in 
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Saturn's magnetospheric dynamics. Further examination of the deep tail may also reveal 
exactly how water group plasma exits the magnetosphere.  
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
8.1 Conclusions 
 In this dissertation, we have presented a modified and updated version of the 
Saturn multifluid multiscale model that incorporates self-consistent plasma-neutral 
interactions. We have validated this model against CAPS and MAG instrument data from 
the Cassini probe, and found that the simulation output matches inner magnetosphere 
plasma flows and conditions with more accuracy than any previous attempts. We were 
able to reproduce inner magnetosphere plasma density, pressure, and temperature profiles 
within an order of magnitude or less within the range 3 < r < 10 RS, where the mass- and 
momentum-loading processes take place. The incorporation of plasma-neutral 
interactions also minimizes the issue of supercorotation that many previously published 
global models of rotationally driven magnetospheres suffer from (e.g.: Kidder et al. 
[2012] and Jia et al. [2012b]). The self-consistent modeling of mass- and momentum-
loading terms based on local plasma and neutral conditions therefore allowed us to 
simulate neutral cloud interactions such as electron-impact ionization, photoionization, 
and symmetric charge exchange collisions between W+ ions and water group neutrals, as 
well as the transport process that moves plasma produced in the inner magnetosphere 
radially outwards. 
 We have used this model to study various phenomena in Saturn's magnetosphere, 
beginning with the global production and radial transport of W+ plasma in the inner and 
middle magnetosphere (r < 20 RS). We found that the updated model produces mean 
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global W+ production rates (73.1 <     < 79.6 kg/s across a range of AOA values) that 
fall well within the range of estimates based on in situ data and chemical modeling. The 
temporal variability of     under a given set of steady-state upstream conditions is 
relatively small (~10%), due to the fact that most of new W+ plasma is produced in the 
region 3 < r < 5 RS, deep in the inner magnetosphere, where the neutral and electron 
densities are highest. The spatial and temporal variability of electron densities and 
temperatures in this region are very low, resulting in low variability in the rate of ionizing 
electron-neutral collisions. We briefly examined the ability of a radially-dependent hot 
electron sub-population (Te = 200 eV) based on density profiles from Schippers et al. 
[2008] to influence the overall rate of ionization, but determined that the densities of 
these hot electrons in those regions where neutrals were abundant were simply too low to 
produce a significant effect. Most of the ionization is therefore carried out by the tail of 
the thermal electron population deep in the inner magnetosphere. 
 Our simulation results showed that the radial outflow process is highly dynamic, 
with the initiation, growth, and shedding of plasma by the outflow structures being 
strongly dependent on local plasma and magnetic field conditions. We examined this 
process qualitatively by considering time series of equatorial W+ contours, and 
quantitatively by calculating the radial flux of water group plasma at r = 15 RS. 
Compared to the production process the radial transport is extremely variable, with a time 
averaged mean mass flux of 136 kg/s and an instantaneous flux that deviated from the 
mean by up to 60% at southern solstice under parallel IMF conditions. Since radial 
transport is dependent on the development of outflow structures, this extreme rate of 
variability is not surprising. 
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 Our investigation of the effects seasonal change on Saturn's magnetosphere by 
varying the angle of attack (AOA) showed that the "bowl" morphology at southern 
solstice is a good approximation of the time averaged shape of the plasma sheet when 
compared to the analytic solution presented by Arridge et al. [2008], assuming that one 
uses local time-dependent values for the hinging distance RH. We found that our 
simulation results for plasma sheet shape were in reasonable agreement with this analytic 
expression, using the RH values determined at solstice by inspection, over a range of 
AOA values from southern solstice to equinox. However, our simulation also showed that 
the plasma sheet is considerably more dynamic than the simple "bowl" morphology 
suggests. There are perturbations along the plasma sheet surface that cause localized 
regions to move northwards or southwards on the timescales of a few tens of minutes. 
There is also a region in the nightside magnetotail in the vicinity of midnight which 
exhibits a "flapping" behavior, which results in the mean position of the plasma sheet 
being deflected below the equator (i.e.: negative curvature compared to the rest of the 
sheet). These southward excursions at midnight are present at all tested AOA values and 
are sometimes associated with the tailward acceleration of plasma flows. However, 
beyond the curvature, there does not appear to be differences in plasma sheet dynamics at 
the seasonal extremes of equinox and solstice. Likewise, the plasma sheet in the inner 
magnetosphere remains remarkably flat in both cases, with the rotational and magnetic 
equators being closely aligned at all AOA values for r < 10 RS. This flat inner 
magnetosphere plasma sheet is the most likely explanation for why the W+ production 
and radial transport processes are relatively unaffected by changing AOA. The former 
increases slightly with increasing AOA, while the latter appears to have no dependence 
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whatsoever on seasonal changes. While changes in season may have a measurable effect 
on some processes in Saturn's magnetosphere under prolonged steady-state conditions, 
the large scale fluctuations that occur due to changes in upstream conditions or the 
development of outflow structures, plasmoids, and other complex, nonlinear global 
phenomena are far more important in determining the dynamics of this system. 
 Finally, we investigated the behavior of Saturn's magnetotail, focusing on the 
Vasyliunas and Dungey cycles. We described the flow of water group plasma up to a 
distance of 40 RS downtail from the planet, showing that the tailward flows are confined 
to the pre-midnight plasma sheet. The tailward mass flux rate is comparable to the radial 
flux rate mentioned previously in both magnitude and variability, while the return flows 
along the post-midnight plasma sheet are less than 10% of the pre-midnight flow, 
suggesting that essentially all of the W+ transported out of the inner magnetosphere flows 
downtail and to exit the magnetosphere. The exact mechanism by which this plasma is 
transported is not yet clear. Small-scale flux rope plasmoids are visible in the pre-
midnight sector, and appear to be continuously forming and moving downtail. However, 
we have not yet established if these flux ropes are still on closed field lines at x = 40 RS. 
Using the downtail flow structure's approximate self-similarity, we have established that 
between x = 20 and 40 RS, the flow moves at approximately 190 km/s, substantially 
slower than the large-scale plasmoids observed in the post-midnight sector by Cassini. 
We briefly examined a simulation output for a large-scale flux rope plasmoid in the 
vicinity of midnight, and showed that it was possible to use virtual spacecraft data to find 
plasmoids using their distinctive magnetic field structure and plasma content. 
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 In summary, we have used our powerful new model to investigate the dynamics 
of Saturn's magnetosphere, and have been able to quantify for the first time key processes 
like the time rate of production of new W+ plasma from the neutral cloud, the radial flux 
of this plasma, and its eventual downtail flow. While Saturn's orbital location has a 
profound impact on the global morphology of the magnetosphere, our investigations have 
revealed that seasonal changes do not seem to affect the magnetosphere's dynamic 
behavior to a significant degree. We have thus verified that the inclusion of plasma-
neutral interactions is vital to understanding the behavior of Saturn's inner 
magnetosphere, and have also established the accuracy of the model. It should thus prove 
useful in a slew of future projects to investigate other unanswered questions about 
Saturn's magnetosphere. 
8.2 Future work 
8.2.1 Further investigation of plasma production and transport 
 We have determined that the characteristic timescale of radial plasma transport in 
the inner magnetosphere is an order of magnitude longer than the rotation period. As we 
have very few instances of the simulation that have run beyond a single radial transport 
timescale, we have thus far been unable to quantify the variability in this process, and 
whether it drives variability in the frequency or behavior of outflow structures. An 
relatively simple extension of our previous work will therefore involve running our 
simulations continuously for several months of wall clock time in order to collect 
sufficient data to examine the variability of plasma production and transport on this 
longer timescale. This will be somewhat challenging, as we are not only constrained by 
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the very long times it takes to run these cases, but also in terms of obtaining sufficient 
storage on our cluster to store the output at the required temporal resolution. 
 Another potential avenue of investigation would be to examine the effects of 
treating the thermal electron population in the inner magnetosphere as having a long-
tailed temperature distribution (i.e.: Kappa distribution), which would account for the 
warm populations observed throughout Saturn's magnetosphere. Since this would lead to 
increased ionization frequencies, this change would have significant effects on mass- and 
momentum-loading. We have always assumed that the electrons have a Maxwellian 
distribution, so any attempts to treat the electron population as having a Kappa 
distribution will have to involve the prescription of a value or values of Kappa by region. 
Moreover, such attempts will also have to include efforts to devise a computationally 
tractable way to integrate this distribution at every grid point in the inner magnetosphere, 
as this is more difficult than computing the tail of a Maxwellian as the Kappa distribution 
must be numerically integrated. One possible solution to this would be the use of a look-
up table, similar to what we eventually employed for our Maxwellian population in order 
to improve performance. However, the simulation would no longer be fully self-
consistent, as it would involve the a priori imposition of specific values of the Kappa 
parameter that would have to be taken from the publications of prior investigators. 
Nevertheless, this does not negate the utility and power of this model, and is thus a viable 
and valuable potential avenue of investigation. 
8.2.2 Second-order effects of seasonal variation 
 Saturn's angle of attack relative to the solar wind is the most visible manifestation 
of the planet's changing seasonal conditions, but there two other effects that may 
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contribute to changes in magnetospheric behavior. Specifically, the change in UV 
irradiance over the course of Saturn's year (the difference between aphelion and 
perihelion is approximately 10% of the semi-major axis of the orbit) should drive 
changes in the rate of photoionization. Since we have obtained photoionization rate 
constants (kph) based on a position mid-way between aphelion and perihelion, a back-of-
the-envelope calculation reveals that our photoionization rate might vary by up to 15% 
from the rates calculated from our simulation results under quiet Sun conditions. 
However, since we have shown that the overall W+ production due to photoionization 
rate is barely 6% of the global W+ production rate, this is not a significant change. 
However, the more important effect is likely to be the changing solar cycle. Since our 
results are based on UV irradiance during quiet Sun conditions, the active period of the 
Solar cycle can result in an increase in kph of 200-300%. This would result in a much 
larger increase in the photoionization contribution to W+ production, and would more 
importantly have important implications for the photodissociation that occurs in the 
neutral cloud. Thus one important avenue of investigation may be to investigate the 
implications of changing UV irradiance on both plasma-neutral interactions and the 
neutral cloud over the course of Saturn's year and the solar cycle. 
 Changes in UV irradiance will also change Saturn's ionospheric conductance. We 
believe a particularly interesting avenue of investigation would be applying a latitudinally 
varying ionospheric conductance to the inner boundary of our model, such as the one 
found in Moore et al. [2010]. This should impact the corotation lag of the inner and 
middle magnetosphere, as the Pedersen conductance plays a vital role in determining the 
distance of corotation breakdown [Hill, 1979]. However, this particular avenue may 
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prove problematic, as there has been very little work since 2010 on quantifying the 
changes in ionospheric conducanctace with season. 
8.2.3 Response to dynamic perturbations 
 With the exception of the final chapter of this dissertation, where we created a 
step change in the IMF to instigate Dungey cycle open-flux reconnection, all of our data 
has come from instances where the simulation has been run long enough to reach a state 
of quasi-equilibrium. However, the utility of the multifluid model is that it is capable of 
accepting time-varying inputs for upstream conditions. Thus, it would be very interesting 
to subject the simulated magnetosphere to events such as corotating interaction regions, 
periodic forcing, or rapid changes in the IMF, all events that have been observed at 
Saturn, which result in the kind of fluctuations that mask trends such as the correlation 
that we observed between AOA and global W+ production rate. There exists a substantial 
body of literature describing these upstream conditions, as well as numerous publications 
in which investigators have used in situ data to analyze and quantify the response of 
Saturn's magnetosphere to these events. It would thus be exciting to see how our model 
handles such events, and whether interesting global behavior results that has not yet been 
deduced from Cassini data.  
8.2.4 Magnetotail dynamics 
 Our investigation of magnetotail dynamics was exploratory and short in nature. 
Thus, there remains enormous scope for future projects. On a very simple level, it would 
be instructive to examine the downtail flow of W+ plasma at greater distances, to 
examine how it changes qualitatively and quantitatively. It is also important to 
understand the specific nature of downtail transport, i.e.: if this plasma is carried by small 
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or large plasmoids from the pre-midnight sector, and if so, where are the reconnection 
regions and what are their downtail speeds. Investigating the structure of the plasmoids 
themselves will be a challenging task as the flux ropes are not easy to visualize, and the 
tools at our disposal make it difficult to track the evolution of the single plasmoid over 
time as the structure deforms and moves downtail. Similar difficulties await investigators 
who are interested in examining the larger-sale post-midnight plasmoids, but it is 
important to understand whether these are part of the open-flux or closed-flux 
reconnection, and what role they have in removing plasma from Saturn's magnetosphere 
and transporting magnetic flux. 
8.2.5 Incorporation of new model physics 
 Anisotropic ion pressures (i.e.: along and perpendicular to the magnetic field) 
have long been considered to be important in accounting for the total distribution of 
plasma pressures and temperatures throughout Saturn's magnetosphere [Achilleos et al., 
2010; Sergis et al., 2010]. Work on another variant of the Saturn multifluid model at the 
University of Washington, Seattle by Tilley et al. [2015] incorporating the effects of 
anisotropic pressures have successfully simulated injection fingers that reach deeper into 
the inner magnetosphere, in better agreement with data. Thus, one extremely promising 
new avenue of investigation would be to combine this innovation with the modifications 
pioneered in our version of the model, to produce a more accurate depiction of Saturn's 
dynamic magnetosphere than has ever been achieved before. However, we do note that in 
both cases it is necessary to either wait until better computational resources become 
available, or search for additional ways in which to improve simulation performance, as 
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currently the performance of both versions of the global Saturn model have been 
adversely impacted by the addition of new physics.  
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APPENDIX A 
SUPPORTING FIGURES AND ANIMATIONS 
 
 Appendix A contains figures that are used to conduct analyses or measurements 
that support but are not central to the main text, as well as the captions of animations that 
are helpful for visualizing Saturn's magnetospheric dynamics. The animations can be 
downloaded from the SMARTech thesis depository (smartech.gatech.edu) 
 
A1. Chapter 5 supporting figures and animations 
Figure A1.1 Animation of Figure 5.2 from 17.22-28.53 hrs UT. From left to right: 
electron temperature, election ionization frequency, and volumetric W+ production 
contours (filename: figure_a1.1.wmv) 
 
Figure A1.2 Animation of solstice equatorial W+ density contours (left) from Figure 5.3 













A2. Chapter 6 supporting figures and animations 
Figure A2.1 Animation of x-z plane showing how the moving magnetopause can affect 
plasma sheet curvature. Contours are H+ pressure, arrows are the bulk plasma velocity, 












Figure A2.3 y-z view of equinox nightside plasma sheet at 30.65 hrs UT 
 






Figure A2.4 W+ production vs. t line plots. From top to bottom: AOA = 0° (equinox), 






Figure A2.6 Animation of equinox equatorial W+ density contours (left) alongside 





Figure A2.5 W+ radial flux at r = 15 RS vs. t line plots. From top to bottom: AOA = 0° 






A3. Chapter 7 supporting figures and animations 
Figure A3.1 Animation of Figure 7.2 (x-direction W+ mass flux contours in y-z plane) 
from 0-34.98 hrs UT. From top to bottom: x = 20, 30, 40 RS (filename: figure_a3.1.wmv)  
 
Figure A2.7 FFT frequency spectra of radial W+ flux vs. t signals. AOA = a) 0°, b) 5°,  






LARGE-SCALE CODE DEVELOPMENT FOR AMATEURS 
 
 This appendix is the result of years of experience modifying the Saturn multifluid 
code to both incorporate plasma-neutral interactions, as well as the subsequent work that 
was required to improve the performance of the simulation from abysmal to acceptable 
levels. In this time, I made numerous errors, all of which required a certain degree of 
backtracking. On a few occasions, that backtracking required repeating several months of 
worth of simulation runs. Unfortunately, most of these mistakes are the result of simply 
not having a formal computational background, otherwise I could simply say "go read 
The Mythical Man Month [Brooks, 1995]" and be done with it. As a result, I have decided 
to include this short post-mortem in the form of a series of exhortations to anyone who 
takes on this project after me, or more generally finds him- or herself working on a large-
scale legacy physical model, and comes to this project with varying amounts of 
computing experience but without a formal computer science background. 
Commandment 1. Thou shalt always use version control. 
 No exceptions! With easy-to-use, widely-adopted and supported offerings like Git 
and Mercurial available across platforms, there is no excuse at all to not use version 
control on all critical and non-critical code. The extent to which a research group uses 
version control may vary, and can be justified by whether a group works on a single code 
base or not, but the basic practices of constantly committing new changes, creating 
meaningful log entries, and cloning or branching repositories when experimenting with 
something new should be something every single group member should be doing. It 
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avoids mistakes accidentally wiping out months of work, it gives the reader a clear view 
of how a coder's thought process has developed over time when dealing with a particular 
task, it enables clearer organization of one's files, and it can act as a valuable tool to 
maintain tight control of code functionality and output while updating syntax or 
optimizing. If you are not using version control, you are shooting yourself in the foot. 
Commandment 2. Thou shalt always comment your code 
 As far as is reasonable, document everything. A programmer never knows who 
might be reading her code and when, nor can she guarantee that her reasoning regarding 
how she laid things out will be clear to herself if she has to revisit a particular code block 
at some point in the future. When encountering large code bases for the first time, finding 
a bevy of subroutines which perform opaque functions helps no one, and can be 
extremely disheartening for the new student. If you are creating a subroutine or updating 
a code block, write clear comments that show the reader what you intend to do and where 
the limitations lie. If the algorithm you are implementing is complex, difficult to 
understand, unique, or not well known, include references (even if it is just to the pages 
in your notebook where you created the new concept). 
Commandment 3. Thou shalt use meaningful variable and subroutine names 
 No stupid variable names. If you are angry, feel free to swear in the comments. If 
you are creating a variable that represents the x-velocity of ion fluid 3, do not call it 
ovelx. That way lies damnation, especially ion3vx works far better. At the very least it is 
more systematic, and does not rely on people remembering whether a species is truly 
represented by a given letter or means something else entirely. Similarly when creating a 
new subroutine out of an old one, let the reader know what the new subroutine does by 
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naming it something appropriate. If a program are three smoothing routines, I want to 
know what differentiates them.  
Commandment 3.1. Thou shalt always use IMPLICT NONE 
 If this is an available feature, then you will do this, or face the wrath of everyone 
who works on it after you. 
Commandment 4. Thou shalt prize readability over performance or economy 
 Computing power has come a long way in the last few decades, and problems that 
used to require a cluster or a Cray vector processor can now be done on a single compute 
node or even a workstation. There is little need to reuse variables in wildly different 
contexts just to save a little memory. Similarly, do not optimize prematurely. Most 
modern compilers can automatically apply simple optimizations, so techniques like loop-
unrolling are unnecessary to implement by hand. 
Commandment 5. Thou shalt always use top-down design techniques 
 If you make a change or create something new, plan it out ahead of time. No one 
cares if you use a notebook, an online or virtual notebook, or simply scribble on the walls 
of a padded cell (as long as the orderlies do not wipe it off later), but break a problem 
down, come up with solutions to each part, and only then translate it to code. This 
CS101-level material, and is described in any entry-level coding book. 
Commandment 5.1 Thou shalt always run test cases 
 Using top-down design techniques is great, but you must also learn to understand 
when a new feature or block of code needs to be tested in isolation. It may seem like 
extra work, compared to integrating a change into the larger project right away, but the 
effects of such changes can often take a long time to become evident, especially when the 
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code already executes slowly, or when your change only affects a particular subdomain 
or portion of the code. Try to sanity-check things ahead of time.  
Commandment 6. Thou shalt always conduct regular code reviews 
 I would be embarrassed to admit how many times I have created small (or not-so-
small) bugs in my code that went unnoticed for months or occasionally years until either 
my advisor or one of my fellow students caught it. Oftentimes, this was while they were 
reading it for a reason unrelated to problems with simulation output, which makes me 
shudder to think just how much time I could have saved if we conduced regular (e.g.: 
monthly or bimonthly) formal reviews of each other's new code. I have found it very easy 
to say that we are all working on different projects, and that while the code base is similar 
or shares the same ancestry it would take too much brain power to continually keep up 
with how other versions are evolving, but in fact this was intellectual laziness speaking. If 
this does not grow informally in the group, it should be imposed top-down. 
Commandment 7. Thou shalt become familiar the features of your tools 
 This goes beyond just knowing the syntax of your preferred language. A good 
programmer understands more granular features, such as how arrays are indexed and how 
they are stored in memory. One of the biggest wins in this work was figuring out that the 
original way in which the nested grid configuration was implemented in the array indices 
was slowing the simulation by a factor of two or three. The fix was relatively simple, but 
because I did not follow Commandment 1 at the time, took many more months than it 
should have. Nevertheless, this required my doing some research on my own into arrays 
were stored in Fortran, and how this differed from other languages like C++. Be prepared 
to do this work. 
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Commandment 8. Thou shalt implement project management values in your project 
 We often think of research as being hard to plan, as it often seems to rely on 
fortuitous discoveries or bursts of inspiration. However, I have observed that the most 
successful research projects stick to timetables and schedules. Feel free to build in time to 
experiment wildly or play around, but strive as hard as possible to hit your key milestones 
at the right times. When proposing a project, do not simply shoot for the moon. Figure 
out what is achievable, what is the single most valuable contribution in your proposal, 
and then structure your time accordingly. If you find that there is not enough time, then 
figure out how to simplify things. If you are not experienced enough to know how long 
things should take, talk to someone who is. A good place to start is reading good project 
management books. One that I highly recommend is "FIRE: How Fast, Inexpensive, 
Restrained, and Elegant Methods Ignite Innovation" [Ward, 2014]. I wound up reading 
less than nine months before defending this thesis, and recall slapping my forehead every 
dozen pages, thinking to myself "I could have saved four weeks when dealing with that 
problem if I understood this two years ago". 
Commandment 9. Thou shalt learn at least one other computer language 
 Preferably something popular, and perhaps something object oriented if you are 
not familiar with one already. A language that satisfies both these criteria is Python, 
which would definitely help the student thinking of going into the private sector 
("Fortran? You don't look 70..."), and is also popular in academia. The simple fact is 
broadening your skills will always pay off. Not only will it make you more marketable, it 
will also teach you more about the systems you work with from another perspective. This 
will both make you a better programmer on your project, but also make you a better 
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overall problem solver. Moreover, certain tools will not be around much longer. While 
the Fortran 77 code base appears to be quite robust, the fact is no one is coding anything 
new with this version of the language. Your time in grad school is finite, while your 
career moving forward is the rest of your life. Do everything you can to keep your skills 
and knowledge current. 
Commandment 10. Thou shalt read "The Mythical Man Month" 
 A necessary (if not sufficient) condition to becoming a computational physics 
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